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Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to produce a framework that is able to efficiently produce
inference on a given probabilistic graphical model. In particular the tool should be
capable to take advantage of capabilities of multicore machines.
The document is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 the basic concepts will be
introduced: the problem will be presented describing which are the main goals;
after a brief mathematical introduction where the common probabilistic graphical
models will be presented, the focus will be moved to how the inference problem can
be addressed from a programmer point of view. In Chapter 2 the solution chosen
will be described, presenting the tools on top of which the framework will be devel-
oped and the solution proposed to address the encountered problem. In Chapter
3 a possible implementation of the strategy described in the previous chapter will
be presented, analysing how the solutions can be coupled with the presented tools.
In Chapter 4 the performances will be evaluated testing the implementation of the
the Framework and comparing the performance on different architectures. Finally
in Chapter 5 the conclusions will be given and possible room for improvements
will be presented.
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1 Introduction
In this section the motivations and the goals of this work will be explained intro-
ducing the mathematical background and giving some details about the possible
approaches in order to reach the final goal.
1.1 Motivations
The inference problem is the ability to derive some unknown informations starting
from a set of preconditions (priors). Referring to the probabilistic context this tech-
nique is strongly used to solve decision problems. Depending on the context, this
task could be highly demanding from a computational point of view so that players
like NVIDIA are active on the market in order to deliver dedicated platforms [11]
used to make this problem easier to be solved. The probabilistic inference problem
can be solved in different ways so that a programmer can use a general purpose
solution using a powerful mathematical framework or differently implementing a
dedicated solution. Examples of open source libraries that can be used to solve
this kind of problem are the followings:
• Dimple 1
• BayesPy 2
Often, that tools are able to solve a wide range of problems, but any of them
completely exploit the peculiarities of the models with respect to the computing
capabilities of the machine. The operations within an inference framework are
intrinsically parallel because often they strongly use products or sums applied to
multidimensional data structures (tensors), so that theoretically, if the number
of computing units grows, the application should scale well with respect to the
computation time required. This assumption should be managed carefully because
of data dependencies that can break the stated assumption.
Coming back to the application of the probabilistic inference problem in real
projects, commonly it is required to have a tool that is able to generate inference
on a fixed model. That given model clearly depends on the environment in which
the application is placed and eventually it could have a set of tunable parameters.
In order to deal with this inference problem often a dedicated computing platform
is implemented. This assertion gains in strength considering an embedded platform
were the memory constraints are so relevant and where it is preferable to chose a
dedicated solution in contrast with a generic solution that could be useless or even
impossible to be loaded.
1http://dimple.probprog.org
2http://www.bayespy.org
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In order to address such a problem, it is convenient to have a framework that
is able to generate a dedicated solution that can solve a specific problem leaving
to the user some degrees of configurability.
1.2 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to deliver a framework that, starting from a given
probabilistic graphical model, is able to produce a dedicated code used to make
inference on that model, exploiting the available multiprocessor features of the
current computing platforms. Considering the probabilistic model, the framework
should be able to leave to the user the capabilities to modify the set of variable
observations and to modify the values of the prior defined by the model.
This work requires the analysis of the mathematical background starting from
the chosen probability distributions and then analysing the existent graphical mod-
els used to describe the relationship between variables within a certain probabilistic
model. Later, it is necessary to analyse the available solutions in order to identify
the possible issues and to find a way to address them.
1.3 Probability Distributions
In order to deal with that probabilistic model it is necessary to introduce the basic
blocks in terms of probability distributions: for each and every distribution the
basics will be introduced and then an example will be presented.
1.3.1 Discrete Distribution
A discrete distribution is defined over a discrete domain. The random variable
associated with the distribution can assume only discrete values within its cor-
respondent domain. The function used to characterize the distribution is called
probability mass function. Considering a generic discrete random variable X, which
can assume a value within its correspondent discrete domain, the probability mass
function is composed by a set of n positive real numbers each of them representing
the probability that the random variable assumes that value within its domain.
The probability mass function introduced can be represented as:
fX(x) = Pr(X = x)
In addition, a property that characterizes the probability distribution is that the
probability mass function must sum to 1, so that:∑
x∈A
fX(x) = 1
2
Example Suppose to flip a coin two times. This is a simple statistical experiment
that can have four possible outcomes. Representing with H the head result and T
the tail result, the possible outcomes are: HH, HT, TH, TT. Let us consider the
discrete random variable X that represents the number of heads that results in the
experiment.
Figure 2 and Table 1 present the probability mass function of the distribution built
on the discrete random variable X.
Table 1: DiscreteExample
# of heads probability
0 0.25
1 0.5
2 0.25
0 1 2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
# of heads
p
ro
ab
il
iy
m
as
s
Figure 2: Discrete Distribution Example
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1.3.2 Gaussian Distribution
A Gaussian Distribution can be expressed in many different ways, so lets start
from the simplest case called Univariate Gaussian Distribution, also referred as
Normal Distribution. This distribution is built on a continuous random variable
which is defined over a continuous domain. The probability distribution is defined
using the correspondent probability density function in terms of mean (µ) and
standard deviation (σ). In order to characterize this kind of distributions a function
called probability density function is used. This function for a generic Univariate
Gaussian Distribution X is:
fX(x|µ, σ) =
√
1
2piσ2
exp
(−(x− µ)
2σ2
)
Again, the following condition must hold:∫
x
f(x)dx = 1
Starting from these two last definitions, it is possible to define the probability that
the continuous random variable assumes a value within a certain interval [a, b]
Pr[a ≤ X ≤ b] =
∫ b
a
fX(x)dx
This result can be extended to a generic Multivariate Gaussian Distribution of
dimension k, so that the probability density function is defined as
fX(x|µ,Σ) =
√
1
(2pi)k|Σ| exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)
)
where
• x is the k dimension random vector which values are [X1, X2, ..., Xk]
• µ is the k dimension vector called mean vector, which components correspond
to the mean of the i− th distribution [µ1, µ2, ..., µk]
• Σ is the k × k symmetric semi-definite positive matrix called covariance
matrix where the generic (i, j) value is defined as Cov[Xi, Xj]
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From literature, there is also an alternative way to represent this kind of dis-
tribution called Canonical form. It expresses the distribution in terms of state (h)
and precision (J). The equivalent probability density function is defined as:
fX(x|h, J) = exp
(
hTx− 1
2
xTJx+ g
)
where
• h is the k dimension vector called state vector which can be defined as
h = Σ−1µ
• J is the k×k matrix called precision matrix which can be defined as J = Σ−1
• g is a scalar used to ensure the equality between the Canonical and the
Moment form: this is due to the coefficient that multiplies the exponential
in the Moment form plus the terms in the exponent that are not balanced
during the conversion.
Conditioning Considering the work that will be presented, the conditioning
operator is strongly used, and referring to the Multivariate Gaussian Distribution
this topic grows in importance with respect to which representation is chosen
because the right choice can simplify the operations. Let us explain the motivation
of this last assertion: in general the matrices and the vectors used to represent the
generic Multivariate Gaussian Distributions are the followings.
Moment Form: Canonical Form:
µ =
(
µa
µb
)
, Σ =
(
Σaa Σab
Σba Σbb
)
h =
(
ha
hb
)
, J =
(
Jaa Jab
Jba Jbb
)
The conditioned probability density function of a with respect to b can be
defined as:
Moment Form: Canonical Form:
µa|b = µa + ΣabΣ−1bb (xb − µb) ha|b = ha − Jaaxb
Σa|b = Σaa − ΣabΣ−1bb Σba Ja|b = Jaa
From the formula presented above, it is clear that handling these kind of distri-
butions in terms of Canonical Form, simplifies the conditioning operator avoiding
the heavy task of computing the matrix inversion.
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Example Taking a generic Multivariate Gaussian Distribution with dimension
2 (also called Bivariate Gaussian Distribution) defined in the Moment Form as:
µ =
(
2
1
)
Σ =
(
2 0
0 1
)
or using the equivalent Canonical Form as:
h =
(
1
1
)
J =
(
0.5 0
0 1
)
the graph in Figure 3 explains the probability density function for this partic-
ular distribution.
Figure 3: Multivariate Gaussian Distribution
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1.4 Probabilistic Graphical Models
As soon as the basics with respect to the different probability distributions have
been given, let us present some of the most relevant probabilistic graphical models,
starting from the Bayesian Network and ending with the Factor Graph, describing
the relation between them.
1.4.1 Bayesian Networks
The Bayesian Network [1] is a probabilistic graphical model used to describe a
generic set of random variables between which only casual relationships can be
defined by means of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) in which nodes are random
variables and the connections express the conditioning relationships.
Formally, starting from a set of variables x1, x2, .. xn and its correspondent
DAG, representing the relationships between each variables, defining the entity
x = {x1, x2, ... xn}, the joint probability is given by:
p(x) =
N∏
k=1
p(xk|pak)
where pak denotes the set of parent nodes with respect to the generic node xk in
the graphical representation.
Let us consider a trivial example where the distribution is represented by the
DAG in Figure 4, the joint distribution can be expressed as:
p(a, b, c) = p(c|a, b)p(b|a)p(a)
a b
c
Figure 4: Bayesian Network Example
Just to motivate the opportunity to use this model, it is very useful to test
directly from the graph, whether two or more random variables are independent
or not exploiting the d-separation property [1] but for the purposes of this
thesis the focus is moved to other models.
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1.4.2 Factor Graphs
In order to introduce the inference problem, it necessary to present a graphical
representation that visualizes the factorization of a probability distribution called
Factor Graph [1]. This representation is expressed as an undirected bipartite graph
composed by variable and factor nodes that are connected by means of edges.
Starting from a generic probability distribution composed by a set of variables
x1, x2, .. xn, let us consider x = {x1, x2, ... xn}, so that the joint distribution with
respect to a certain factor graph is:
p(x) =
∏
s
fs(xs) (1)
where fs is the generic factor defined over the correspondent generic subset of
variables xs. The Factor Graph formulation asserts that in the graphical repre-
sentation the two different types of nodes are represented as circles and squares
respectively for variables and factors.
The Figure 5 presents an example of Factor Graph where the joint distribution
can be defined as:
p(x1, x2, x3) = fa(x1, x2)fb(x1, x2)fc(x2, x3)fd(x3)
x1 x2 x3
fa fb fc fd
Figure 5: Factor Graph Example
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1.4.3 Relations between Factor Graph and Bayesian Networks
Starting from a DAG representing a generic Bayesian Network, it is possible to
generate a Factor Graph that represents the distribution. The conversion is not
unique because it is possible to find different Factor Graphs that represent the
same probability distribution.
The conversion process from a Bayesian Network with n nodes represented by
its DAG to a Factor Graph is the following:
1. create a variable node for each of the n nodes in the DAG
2. create a factor node for each of the conditional distribution that builds up
the entire distribution and add the connections to each of the variable node
involved in that distribution.
Starting from the joint distribution p(a, b, c) represented by the example of
Figure 4, it is possible to generate the following Factor Graphs drawn in Figure
6 where in the first case the only factor is f(x1, x2, x3) = p(x1)p(x2)p(x3|x1, x2),
while in the second case the factors are fa(x1) = p(x1), fb(x1, x2, x3) = p(x3|x1, x2)
and fc(x2) = p(x2)
x1 x2
x3
f
x1 x2
x3
fa fb fc
Figure 6: Factor Graph Examples
This example highlights the reason why it is possible to find multiple Factor
Graph representations for the same probability distribution: there are different
ways to build a factor node from the fixed conditional distribution so that the
equality between the representation is satisfied.
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1.5 Belief Propagation Algorithm
Starting from a generic Factor Graph representation, let us consider the problem
of evaluate the marginal probabilities of each variable node: this can be done
exploiting the structure of the Factor Graph itself using the Belief Propagation
algorithm (Pearl 1982)[9]. This algorithm is mainly used to perform inference on
a given Factor Graph.
From theory, it is know that the marginal of a variable xi belonging to a
distribution {x1, x2, ... xn} can be derived as:
p(xi) =
∑
x\xi
p(x) (2)
where again x is the joint distribution x = {x1, x2, ... xn}.
The general idea behind the Belief Propagation Algorithm is to substitute the
expression of the joint distribution for a generic factor graph (1) in the last equation
(2) to obtain an efficient way to derive marginals, introducing an entity that can
flows between two nodes, called message
x f
(a) from variable to factor
xf
(b) from factor to variable
Figure 7: Message exchange
In order to continue the presentation of the topic, it is necessary to fix an
assumption with respect to the different probability distributions: the explana-
tion takes into account only the discrete case where variable are discrete random
variables and factors are elements that connect only discrete variable nodes. This
assumption simplify the presentation but makes possible an extension to the gaus-
sian case, basically replacing summations with integrals.
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1.5.1 Messages Definitions
Different kind of messages can be defined over a generic instance of the Belief
Propagation algorithm so with the help of Figure 7 let us present each and every
messages: the message of figure 7a can be defined as µx→fs(x) while the other one
as µfs→x(x).
• Considering a factor fs directly connected to a set of variables {x, x1, . . . , xM},
the message that goes from the factor to the variable x is:
µfs→x(x) =
∑
x1
. . .
∑
xM
fs(x, x1, . . . , xM)
M∏
m=1
µxm→fs(xm) (3)
x1
x2
xM
xf
Figure 8: Message from factor to variable
• Considering a variable xm directly connected to a set of factors identified
as ne(xm), the message that goes from the variable to one of the factor
belonging to this set is:
µxm→fs(xm) =
∏
f∈ne(xm)\fs
µf→xm(xm) (4)
xM
f1
f2
fM
fs
Figure 9: Message from variable to factor
The messages definitions are clearly recursive so that to complete this presentation
it is necessary to define the base case of the message where under the assumption
(1.5) introduced before, the initial values of a generic message has all the values
fixed to one.
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1.5.2 Algorithm
The Belief Propagation Algorithm is an iterative process that propagates messages
between the Factor Graph nodes: every time a message goes from a node to another
node carries the local information that it has previously received updating the local
information of the recipient. The order in which the messages flow within the graph
depends on the structure of the graph, this fact introduce a critical point so that
this iterative process leads to an exact solution only if the graph is a tree: it has
been proofed that in this case the exact solution exits otherwise the convergence
of the algorithm is no more guaranteed. This particular case is under investigation
in the research world and most of the proposed solutions are based on iterative
procedure that ends under a set of empirical stopping conditions. [7]
Coming back to the algorithm, as soon as the sequence of the messages (also
called message schedule) is given, it is possible to start the iterative procedure
exchanging the messages according to the schedule and at each iteration simultane-
ously updating the partial results of each node. As soon as the message procedure
is completed it is possible to get the final results computing the marginal prob-
abilities of each variable node starting from its final local results. This final step
is allowed from a mathematical point of view by the formula 5 that defines the
marginal probability of a generic variable node xi in terms of incoming messages.
p(xi) ∝
∏
f∈ne(xi)
µf→xi(xi) (5)
This formulation is not completely exact because during the message exchange
it is possible that the local partial results loose their normalization property so
that in order to get the right probability values it is necessary to normalize the
information according to the well know formula for which the density function of
a generic distribution must sum up to one.
Observations and Priors Considering the mathematical model it is allowed to
fix some of the random variables to a certain observation or introducing a certain
prior probability value to other random variables. According to the assumption
previously introduced, referring to discrete random variables, it is possible to de-
scribe how these two particular cases can be treated. The observation case can be
modelled fixing to one the value of the probabilities within the distribution if the
case is exactly the one observed or otherwise to zero. Referring to the prior case,
it can be modelled adding a new factor for which the values are exactly correspon-
dent to the prior probabilities and setting the factor neighbouring set only with
the specified variable for which the prior has been given.
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1.6 Probabilistic Programming
The Probabilistic Programming [12] [5] is the generic context on which this thesis is
developed and it refers to a program that embeds a particular probabilistic model
where it is required to infer on the values of some variables having the knowledge
of some other variables.
The funding elements that every probabilistic programming framework needs
to define are [2]:
• a way to express the probability distributions
• a set of operations used to implement the inference
1.6.1 Implementation Approaches
There are mainly two approaches that can be followed in order to implement this
kind of programs:
• Toolkit Approach where a framework is offered to the user in order to
generate the required code
• Language Approach where a dedicated language that is able to specify a
probabilistic model is defined in order to implement the given model. This
language can be an extension of a classical imperative programming language
or can be a new one.
Within these approaches, considering the inference feature, different strategies can
be used to manage the probabilistic model:
• Static Analysis: the inference takes advantage from the probabilistic data
flow intrinsic within the model; the information flows within the elements of
the model and at the final stage data are merged together to obtain the final
results. It is interesting to notice that this technique is the one compliant
with the Belief Propagation algorithm strategy
• Dynamic Analysis: an application that implements the particular model
is developed and then executed cyclically for several times sampling the
results; these results are finally filtered discarding the executions that are
not consistent according to the observations.
Producing the inference on a probabilistic model within a probabilistic program
is a computational intensive task and it often takes advantage from the parallel
computing features such as the multi-core CPU architectures or the GPU pro-
gramming. In order to exploit this feature a probabilistic program needs to be
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aware of the data flow dependencies within the model. Applying this requirement
to the Belief Propagation algorithm it is necessary to specify the dependencies for
each message within the Factor Graph allowing the removal of some sequential
constraints from the message schedule that are not strongly required to ensure the
correctness of the results, so that the inference will be speeded-up.
1.6.2 An Example: Autobayes
Different frameworks which are able to implement a Probabilistic Program are
available and ready to be used: Autobayes 3 is an example of a complete code-
generation framework provided by the NASA agency that is able to generate an
efficient C code that implements a probabilistic model defined by the user. This
framework is implemented by a parser which is able to interpret the model defined
by the user according to a predefined syntax which can produce an interpreted
model that will be optimized according to a set of parameters and finally to gen-
erate the code that implements the model given as input.
3https://ti.arc.nasa.gov/opensource/projects/autobayes/
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2 Design
In this section the solution developed will be explained. During the explanation
the tools used both to enable the multiprocess features and to produce inference
on a given factor graph will be presented.
2.1 Designated Solution
The designated framework will be based on a set of transformations that are able
to produce a C++ code starting from a given probabilistic model. The solution
proposed, according to the taxonomy introduced in Section 1, will be a toolkit
based code generator that will be able to interpret the probabilistic model provided
as input in order to generate the data flow dependencies (using different layers of
abstraction), that at the end will be capable to generate a probabilistic program
using a static inference approach. The schema in Figure 10 presents the main
components of the framework and how the generated code will be merged to reach
the final inference goal.
Probabilist Graphical Model
(Factor Graph)
CODE GENERATOR
Factor
Loader
Variable
Loader
Schedule
Loader
PARALLELISM MODULE
Generated Code
Generated Code
PGMLib Modified
Multiprocessr
Runtime Support
Figure 10: Application Schema
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2.2 Tools
In the following part the tools used for this project will be presented, starting from
the library that is able to solve the inference problem, called PGMLib, and later
presenting the tools used to enable the multiprocessor features.
2.2.1 PGMLib
PGMLib is a C++11 library based on Eigen developed by the Percro Laboratory
of the Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna that is able to manage probabilistic graphical
models. The library is capable to manage one or more factor graphs, adding,
modifying and removing nodes; furthermore, it is possible to produce inference
on that generic factor graph using the same library. For the purposes of the
thesis, the library has been slightly modified in order to be embedded in
the generated code allowing to make inference on the given factor graph
by means of the Belief Propagation algorithm, already implemented by
the original library.
In order to understand the modifications done, let us introduce the basic blocks
and the fundamental mechanisms used within the library. The interface exposed
by the library is mainly contained in the pgm module where the FactorGraph
class is defined. The FactorGraph class is basically a smart container that is able
to manage the set of entities that make up the FactorGraph itself plus a set of
operations that are made available to the user. The elements that constitute the
FactorGraph are simply Node elements which can assume different shapes. In the
library each element exposed to the user is accessible by a tagging mechanism. This
mechanism ensure that during the execution there exist one and only one element
of that type with a certain identifier; in order to do that, for each and every element
types there exist a ”tagged type” that is simply a couple (elementType, identifier)
structure. In order to maintain a unique identifier within the object instances of
the same type, any time a new object is created, the identifier of the new object
is incremented by one with respect to the last one created.
Nodes The Node class is the representation of a generic node belonging to a
factor graph that is able to manage the partial results of a Belief Propagation
algorithm instance. The class diagram in Figure 11 highlights the more relevant
elements of the class hierarchy from which it is possible to notice that two concrete
classes are available according to the factor graph semantic: VariableNode and
FactorNode.
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Figure 11: Node Class Hierarchy
In order to complete the analysis of the Node class, lets analyse the attributes
and the operations presented by the diagram:
• Attributes:
– guid is the unique identifier of the Node that it is used to enable the
tagging mechanism previously presented;
– type is the field used to discriminate between the possible node types.
In the implementation this is achieved by an enum structure which
possible values are: Factor, Variable or None;
– incoming is the list of the Message pointers that has been sent and
evaluated by this node. The Message objects are the implementation of
the message entity described by the Belief Propagation algorithm;
– all incoming is the outcome of the operations processed due to the
messages received by this node.
• Operations:
– constructor used to set the node type and to keep the guid field a
unique identifier;
– reset is used to clear the data structures incoming and all incoming;
– eval and push are the methods used to implement the message ex-
change that will be described in the followings by a dedicated para-
graph.
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Coming back to the concrete classes VariableNode and FactorNode, the first one
contains a Variable object while the second one contains a Factor object. The
following table explains the different types of variables and factors implemented
by the library.
Variables Factors
Discrete Discrete
Gaussian Linear Gaussian
Non-Linear Gaussian
Mixture
Variable The Variable object is used to represent a generic variable within
the FactorGraph. Two different specializations are available: DiscreteVariable and
GaussianVariable.
The class diagram in Figure 12 presents the class hierarchy and the main at-
tributes and operations available.
Figure 12: Variable-Belief Class Hierarchy
Focusing on the Belief attributes it is possible to notice the data element:
• the GaussianC type represents a generic multivariate gaussian distribution
expressed in the canonical form
• the VectorXd Eigen type is simply a generic dynamic vector
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Factor The factor elements are quite complex and implemented in more than
one module. Lets first analyse a summary class diagram to introduce the topic.
Figure 13: Factor Class Hierarchy
As it can be derived from the class diagram, each and every Factor stores inter-
nally its Variable set (vars ) that contains a pointer to the Variables towards which
it is connected. Except the constructor, the relevant concrete classes implemented
provide four basic operations useful during the solving mechanism:
• multiplication
• division
• conditioning
• marginalization
As far as the Belief Propagation algorithm is concerned, the implementation of
these four operations for all the possible pair of nodes available in the library al-
lows the implementation of the functionalities required. This is the reason why
these operations play a crucial rule within the generator because they represent
the majority of the load generated by the inference task in the target solution.
The highlighted operations work on the probability distribution representations:
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referring to the Gaussian case the multiplication and the division manipulate the
matrices and the vectors previously presented according to the right indexes. Con-
sidering Discrete case they are based on a Tensor representation (Multidim class)
storing the densities. The indexes representations are simply derived from the Vari-
able set that every Factor owns. Considering the conditioning and the marginaliz-
ing operators the way of thinking can be reapplied to these probability operators
allowing to generate the result using the right indexes to manipulate the data
structure used to represent the different probability distributions.
In order to complete the explanation of the main components of the library it
is necessary to introduce the last two types of Factor: the MixtureGaussianFactor
and the NLGaussianFactor.
MixtureGaussianFactor These factors are used to represent the case for
which a GaussianVariable and a DiscreteVariable needs to be linked. The role of
the Mixture Gaussian Factor can be summarized in few words: ”a set of Weighted
Gaussians”. Differently with respect to the other factor types which only own a
variable set, the Mixed Factor involves Gaussian and Discrete Variable, therefore
these two set are kept separately and consequently the operations comprise a
different operating principles depending on the variables involved.
NLGaussianFactor These factors are used to represent the possible non lin-
ear relationship between GaussianVariables using a custom Function. This func-
tion must be specified using the std::function of C++11 during the building process
of a Factor. Within the Factor, two different formulations can be used for solving
the non-linear problem: Unscented Kalman Filer (UKF) and Extended Kalman
Filer (EKF).
Message A Message object is the implementation of a generic message entity
within the Belief Propagation algorithm. In the PGMLib implementation this is
a container for a Factor object which is able to handle the information that flows
between the nodes. Additionally it contains information such as the ids of both
the sender and the receiver. In the library two different implementations are made
available according to the possible message types that can be generated: Dis-
creteMessage and GaussianMessage.
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Factor Graph The class diagram in Figure 14 presents the more relevant oper-
ations that will be useful to understand the mechanisms implemented. The Fac-
torGraph is implemented using a set of data structure (e.g. the adjacency between
node elements) used to correctly handle the operations required
Figure 14: FactorGraph Class
There are basically two ways to build a FactorGraph:
• adding manually nodes to the FactorGraph using the methods provided by
the library, such as addGaussianVariable, addDiscreteVariable and addDis-
creteFactor
• retrieving an existent FactorGraph saved on a json file using the JSON mod-
ule offered by the library; the additional JSON module is able to load an
existent factor graph model stored in a JSON file according to the JSON
schema that can be found in the appendix (5.2) of this document. In this
JSON file it is possible to store the structure of the Factor Graph and pos-
sibly a certain message schedule previously computed.
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Solving Procedure The solving procedure implemented by the library can be
summarized by the Figure 15 which gives an high level description of that phase.
FactorGraph
(unsolved)
Observations
Inizialization
Schedule
MessageExchange
FactorGraph
(solved)
SOLVE
Figure 15: PGMLib Solve Schema
Lets analyse the main procedures that builds up the solving procedure one
after the other:
• Initialization First of all, the library checks if a valid schedule is available
within the current FactorGraph instance and if the schedule is unavailable the
schedule methods produces the message list. The solving process continues
with the observed variable initialization: the library stores the observations
entered by the user in a STL unordered map where the key is the pointer to
the observed variable and the value is the observation. In this initialization
step the solve function simply scans this data structure initializing the cur-
rent partial result of the observed VariableNode according to the observation
provided by the user by means of the observe member function.
The initialization phase can continue considering the variable set: the Vari-
ableNodes that are not observed will be initialized using the reset member
function.
Listing 1: Variable Initialization in pgm.cpp
1 Result FactorGraph : : s o l v e (bool use sub graph )
2 {
3 // . . .
4 r e s e t ( ) ;
5
6 // s t o r e ob s e r va t i on in each observed node
7 for ( const auto & p : ob s e r va t i on s )
8 p . f i r s t −>observe (p . second ) ;
9 // . . .
10 }
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• Message Exchange Given the initialized FactorGraph and the right sched-
ule list, it is now possible to perform the message exchange procedure, im-
plemented by the lines of code presented in Listings 2.
Listing 2: Message Exchange in pgm.cpp
1 Result FactorGraph : : s o l v e (bool use sub graph )
2 {
3 // . . .
4
5 for ( const auto & pa i r : ( use sub graph ? sub sched :
sched ) )
6 {
7 nodeptr t & s r c = nodes [ pa i r . f i r s t ] ;
8 nodeptr t & dst = nodes [ pa i r . second ] ;
9
10 src−>eva l ( dst . get ( ) ) ;
11 }
12
13 // . . .
14 }
Analysing the code, the eval member function, belonging to the abstract
class Node, using the virtual methods mechanism, discriminates between
the possible types of Node (VariableNode or FactorNode) implementing the
exchange mechanism at an higher level. Behind this virtualization mechanism
the library implements the different types of message exchanges according
to the types of nodes involved.
In general, discarding the two strange situations that will be highlighted at
the end of this section, the message exchange procedure, follows the pattern
presented in Figure 16.
Current
Values
(Source)
Message
Generation
Push Message
Evaluation
New
Values
(Destination)
Figure 16: PGMLib MsgExc Schema
This pattern is based on the assumption that the schedule is correct and a
node can send out its message only when all the incoming messages have
been evaluated following the formulas presented before (7b and 7a).
Therefore, each node holds as a partial result, the product of the incoming
messages to the node itself.
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The pattern is composed by two different sequential operations respectively
called Message Generation and Message Evaluation, defined as follows:
– the first phase called Message Generation is computed from the
source node side where starting from its current partial result, the sender
generates the message. In particular, depending on the type of node in-
volved, different cases can be find out: if the the message goes from a
Factor to a Variable the content of the message generated is the re-
sult of the marginalization operator applied to the partial result; on
the contrary, if the message goes from a Variable to a Factor the con-
tent consists in the partial result as it is, without any kind of further
modifications;
– the second phase called Message Evaluation is computed from the
destination node side, where starting from the message received, the
recipient updates the value of its partial result. Practically the updating
process is a multiplication between the partial result and the content of
the incoming message.
According to the formulas cited before, considering two generic nodes n1
and n2, it is possible that the schedule generates first the message n1 → n2
followed by the opposite message n2 → n1. Regarding the second message,
this case breaks the line of reasoning for which the partial result of each
node is the product of the incoming message because, according to theory,
the message n1 → n2 should be removed from the partial result sent by n2;
this can be implemented modifying the Message Generation phase where it
is necessary to check if this condition is verified and eventually performing
a division on the factor contained in the outgoing message before sending it
out.
The pattern presented cannot be applied when observed variables or NLGaus-
sianFactor are involved in the message exchange procedure, so that the following
procedures will be applied:
• the observed variables constitute a singular case within the implementation;
they are introduced in the schedule simply to distribute their observations
to the directly connected factors. In the library this fact is accounted by the
enterObs method, which is the one devoted to this task.
• considering the NLGaussianFactor, the scheduling generates a ”self-message”
where both the source and destination id are equal. There is no point to apply
the common pattern previously described because the underlying operations
are different. In the library implementation, these operations are contained
within the evalSelf method which is the one devoted to perform this task.
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2.2.2 Multiprocessor Tools
In order to enable the multiprocessor features different approaches and conse-
quently different tools can be used. In this context, the approaches mainly refer to
the way in which the load is distributed among the cores and can be classified in
the following categories:
• Dynamic Approach: according to the chosen tool, the load is distributed
among the available cores according to a set of policies that often are tunable;
the programmer provides to the tool the parallel code and later, the tool is
free to decide how to distribute the load in accordance with the policies
specified
• Static Approach: the programmer fixes the scheduling policy and decides
how to distribute the load among the cores possibly specifying on which core
each procedure will be executed.
In order to map these approaches to a real application, different frameworks or
tools can be adopted. The following are two relevant examples:
• OpenMP (Dynamic Approach): an API for multi-platform shared-memory
parallel programming that works by means of preprocessor directives with
which it is possible to specify portions of code that need to be executed in
parallel or even to specify a portion of code identified as a task providing
eventually the precedence relations among them. The main advantage of this
solution is the portability of the code considering that different implemen-
tations for the common operating systems like Windows, MacOS and Linux
are available. This tool avoids that the programmers needs to deal directly
with the low level architecture but as side effect it is not so tunable from an
affinity point of view.
• Standard Template Library (STL) (Static Approach): the classical C++
library, starting from C++11 [6], implements the thread construct; this in-
novation allows the programmer to implement its own solution taking ad-
vantage from the portability offered by the library. The main advantage of
this solution is the high granularity of the optimization that a programmer
can obtain, but as side effect, the implementation of this approach may re-
quire dedicated library specifically developed in order to obtain the same
functionalities offered by the other tools such as OpenMP
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These two solutions represent two different approaches in programming models
for expressing concurrency and parallelism. One is the approach of customization in
the programming language via pragmas or special keywords, the other is the use of
an explicit library that is capable of abstracting certain services. C++11 by default
provides only threading with synchronization while C++17 will introduce some
higher parallel patterns. Another well known library is Intel TBB. There is not a
single winning approach, and, for example, the OpenCV library, the facto-standard
one for computer vision, is written with the support for multiple approaches via
compilation directives
For the purpose of this work, both the approaches will be exploited, using the
OpenMP framework to implement the dynamic approach and the STL for the
static approach. Unfortunately as it was expected to completely exploit the effort
offered by the STL, it will be necessary to introduce a set of additional components
to get the final results.
At this point it is possible to select each components and for each of them,
define its role. These required additional components are :
• a schedule generator that starting from
– a given architecture
– a given taskset with the correspondent relationships among tasks
– the cost information according to a certain application dependent met-
ric
will be able to generate a static schedule assigning statically tasks to cores.
• a runtime support able to implement the generated scheduling, imple-
menting the affinity of each task to the right core; this last functionality is
a critical point considering that the STL does not offer any thread affinity
mechanism hence, the designed additional tool should be able to account this
issue implementing this functionality using the low level directives offered by
the common operating systems.
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2.3 The Framework
The designated solution, according to the schema of Figure 10, needs to be sup-
ported by a customized inference engine in order to be used in a code generated
environment. As it was introduced the library used will be the PGMLib correctly
modified to perform this job. Analysing the element introduced, the generator
should be able to load the custom model according to the original schema (5.2)
and to generate an equivalent code that is able to perform the inference task. In
order to that, a set of modification needs to be designed in order to exploit the
benefits offered by the code generation, computing as much operations as possible
during the generation phase in order to simplify the target solution. Finally, refer-
ring to the core of the inference task and in particular to the message exchange
mechanism, the framework has to correctly handle the message schedule, manag-
ing and eventually reshaping the message sequence taking the advantages of the
multiprocessor architecture. This brief introduction gives only a general idea of
the developed framework, in the followings, each and every step will be deeply
analysed.
2.3.1 Generator
The Generator is the set of functionalities used to the generate the right code
starting from the model provided as input. The Generator must be used in con-
junction with the modified PGMLib that supports these generation features.
For sake of clearness is better to explain each generation functionalities analysing
both the modification required to the PGMLib and the correspondent functional-
ity that the Generator should offer. Table 2 recaps the functionalities that wil be
explained in a little while.
Table 2: Generation Features
Feature
PGMLib
Modification
Generator
Feature
1) Factor graph loading Remove feature Generate method calls
1.a) Variables - Variable parameters init
1.b) Factors - Factor parameters init
2) Message exchange Add dedicated methods -
2.a) Index handling Add parameters options Genearate the indexes
2.b) Variable set handling Add parameters options Generate the variable sets
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1. FactorGraph Loading: In the original version of the library the PGMLib
simply initializes an empty FactorGraph; for the purpose of the project is
no more true because the Generator is the entity responsible to generate a
custom FactorGraph according to the model. First of all the functionalities
offered by the JSON module of the library should be removed, but even the
data structures used to keep the topological information of the graph can
be dropped considering that these information are no more useful because,
if they are required, they are precomputed at generation time. Finally, the
Generator needs to scan the model provided as input, generating the appro-
priate code used to create the FactorGraph structure plus the initial values
of each node. In particular considering a Variable Node, it has to generate
the code used to build the correspondent domain while referring to Factor
Node, it has to generate the correspondent factor data plus the variable set
of the factor itself.
2. Message Exchange Modification Considering the two-step message ex-
change mechanism in the original version of the PGMLib, the implementa-
tion takes the advantage of the virtual method mechanism; in the generated
version this step is not required because at generation time, the generator
has the knowledge of the node characteristic both from a type and a rule
point of view so that it knows exactly which will be the operations required
to implement a particular message. Analysing deeply the mechanism behind
the high level operations such as enterObs, push and eval, the four previously
presented operations between Factors (multiplication, division, conditioning
and marginalization) comes up: the modifications of the library should be
done in order to offer to the generated code a set of modified operations able
to support the results of the calculations computed at generation time. The
operations that can be precomputed mainly refers to the variable indexes
and to the updated variable sets on top of which the operations will work,
so let us present how this fact can be addressed.
(a) Indexes Handling: As far as the distributions are represented within
the library, the manipulations of that objects are mainly available ac-
cessing these objects using the indexes. To simplify the explanation lets
us define with the term table, the probability distribution representa-
tions identified as the Multidim element for the Discrete case and the
matrix plus the vector for the Gaussian case. The indexes in these table
structures are used to identifies the entries linked to a particular Vari-
able with respect to the entire Variable set of the Factor. At the end,
each and every operation should be specialized supporting as input the
pre-calculated indexes.
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(b) Variable Set Handling: Referring to the implementation of the op-
erations in the library it is based on the variable set on which the op-
erations will be done, so that it requires to compute these set any time
that a new operation is required. This is an heavy task that can be
solved at generation time considering that the generator knows exactly
the characteristics of the operands involved and their related variable
set. The generator will be responsible to generate the right variable
set initializations and the modified library should be able to manage
correctly these variable sets.
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2.3.2 Multiprocessor Features
As far as the problem has been presented, any assumptions with respect to the
message schedule has been given. Considering the goals of this work, this C++
generation framework should be able to generate a multiprocessor code. As it was
introduced in the previous section, different approaches can be taken and conse-
quently different solutions can be found out. Going on step-by-step lets analyse
the first part that is common to the different approaches that refers on how the de-
pendencies among messages can be generated and then analysing how the different
approaches can be designed.
Let us define as Multiprocessor Analyser, the set of functionalities used to
manage the message schedule that mainly refers to generation functionalities while
all the other external tools used to support the multiprocessor execution will be
called Multiprocessor Support.
In the project context the Multiprocessor Analyser should be able to perform
the following tasks taking as input the sequential message schedule from the model:
1. generate the dependencies between messages;
2. grouping the messages (if it is required) and handle the message costs;
3. generate the right code according to the runtime support chosen.
Dependencies Generation The main problem that needs to be addressed is
how the dependencies among messages can be generated, so let us define more
formally the problem and then explain a possible solution. During the explanation,
an example will be used to completely clarify this crucial part. In this section
any assumption will be given with respect to the Belief Propagation
context because this problem is so general that can be reapplied to any
context where a set of nodes needs to exchange information according
to a certain data flow.
Problem Supposing to have a problem where a set of N nodes, each of them
identified by a unique identifier, need to exchange data among them. This data flow
can be formalized by an order set of couple identifiers called schedule, each couple
represents respectively the source and the destination of the flow section and the
couple of ids can be identified as a message. The entire set of messages implements
the data flow so that each message will be evaluated sequentially according to the
order defined. The semantic of the flow is defined as: each generic message (i, j)
can be evaluated only if the previous messages of the form (k, i), if there exist,
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have been already evaluated. This fact allows that the initial order can be partially
violated but again respecting the last assertion.
Example Let us present an example to clarify the problem presented: sup-
pose to have a set of six nodes {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and a correspondent message schedule
{(1, 2), (2, 3), (4, 3), (3, 5), (6, 5)}. The data flow can be graphically represented by
the graph in Figure 17
1
2
3
4
5
6
Figure 17: Message from factor to variable
Solution Let us present a possible algorithm used to generate the message
dependencies for each and every generic message according to the model presented.
Considering a problem with N nodes and K messages constituting the schedule and
assuming that is not possible that the schedule contains two messages with the
same ids, in this context, a possible solution can be formulated introducing the
concept of level. The level is an abstract information related to the deepness of
a certain node with respect to the schedule. The level can be introduced adding
this information to the schedule, so that the new scheduling list is composed by a
vector of K elements where each element is a tuple of 4 numbers in the following
form:
{< source id >,< source level >,< destination id >,< destination level >}
The following pseudo code presented (1), explains one of the possible algorithms
to generate the set of dependencies of the entire message schedule using the data
structure presented above, where the new schedule is a vector (or a list) of element
of the new type.
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Algorithm 1 Dependencies Generation
function DepGen(schedule, nodes)
for all i ∈ nodes do
levels(i)← 0
k ← 1
for all (i, j) ∈ schedule do
srcLevel← levels(i)
inc← 1
dstLevel← level(j)
while dstLevel ≥ (srcLevel + inc) do
inc← inc+ 1
level(j) = srcLevel + inc
newSchedule(k)← {i, level(i), j, level(j)}
k ← k + 1
return newSchedule
As soon as the data structure has been initialized by the Algorithm 1, it is
possible to check which are the dependencies of a certain (i, j) message querying
the structure by the Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Dependencies Query
function DepQuery(newSchedule, i, j, iLevel)
depLevels← {}
for all (src, srcLevel, dst, dstLevel) ∈ newSchedule do
if src = i then
if iLevel ≤ srcLevel then
depLevels← insert(depLevels, srcLevel)
if dst = i then
if iLevel ≤ dstLevel then
depLevels← insert(depLevels, dstLevel)
depMessages← {}
for all (src, srcLevel, dst, dstLevel) ∈ newSchedule do
for all depLev ∈ depLevels do
if (dst, dstLevel) = (i, depLev) then
depMessages← insert(depMessages, {src, dst})
break
return depMessages
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Example Reusing the example of Figure 17 and applying the algorithm that
generates the data structure containing the level information it is possible to ob-
tain the outcome shown in Table 3. As soon as this structure is ready, it is possible
to query the structure itself obtaining the dependencies for each and every mes-
sage within the schedule. If the dependencies request is applied to each and every
message, the results are the one shown in Table 4
Id (1,2) (2,3) (4,3) (3,5) (6,5)
Levels (0,1) (1,2) (0,3) (3,4) (0,5)
Table 3: newSched
Messages Dependencies
(1,2) {}
(2,3) {(1, 2)}
(4,3) {}
(3,5) {(2, 3), (4, 3)}
(6,5) {}
Table 4: Message Dependencies
Message Grouping The model presented is able to address the simplified prob-
lem presented, but in order to apply the line of reasoning to the developed frame-
work, let us present how this solution can be mapped to the final target. As far
as the solution has been formulated, it can be perfectly mapped within the Belief
Propagation algorithm and this is exactly the reason why it has been decided to
reuse the same names, highlighting this duality: the messages of the dependen-
cies generation topic is the same entity called message within the schedule of an
instance of the Belief Propagation algorithm.
Considering what has been introduced, it is possible to consider each message as
an entity that produces a certain load working on data that are correctly protected
by means of the specified dependencies. Under this condition it is possible to
consider each message as a task where each of them has to satisfy its precedence
relations. In real applications this large number of dependencies can introduce a
noticeable overhead because as soon as the number of FactorGraph nodes grows,
the number of messages within a schedule and then the correspondent overhead,
raises quickly. This assumption is so relevant if the implementation of the Belief
Propagation algorithm is implemented in such a way that each message is exactly
mapped within a task; considering the dynamic approach where often it is difficult
to specify the affinity requirements, this can cause a tedious overhead due to the
precedence relations introduced, that can cause a large number of context switches
also between different cpus. Anyway it is important to notice that in the static
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approach this overhead can be reduced by the scheduler, favouring the affinity in
order to solve this issue.
Coming back to dynamic approach, in order to reduce this issue, it is possible
to assign a cost to each message, according to a fixed metric that should reflect the
computation load generated by the single message. As son as the metric has been
fixed, it is possible to group the messages (or groups of them) if the total cost is
lower with respect to a given threshold. At the end, each and every message group
will be mapped to a single task reducing the overall number of tasks.
Costs Analysing deeply the side effect of these grouping feature it is clear
that the iterative application of this trick can reduce the degree of parallelism of
the problem, so that it is necessary to find a good cost metric because in gen-
eral, merging a set of heavy tasks could cause a degradation of the performance:
considering two tasks that satisfies the merging condition, but at the same time
they produce a noticeable amount of computation, merging these tasks are not so
useful due to their loads, so it is convenient to maintain them decoupled in order
to exploit the parallelism gaining a better performance from a computation time
point of view. The introduction of a cost metric is also required taking into account
the requirements of the Static Approach introduced in the previous chapter (2.2.2)
that will be presented in the followings.
Considering the problem involved, the selection of the right metric can strongly
affect the final result. In this first step, it is necessary to define a set of parameters
useful to define a cost metric: the load of a single message and consequently the
load of the task that contains the message itself, is strictly related to element
involved by the single message so that this load should measured in terms of:
• the dimensions and the types of the node involved
• the rules of the variables involved and consequently the type of message
generated.
Starting from these fixed assumption it is possible to define a metric that is
first proportional to the dimension of the nodes involved and that can be adjusted
finely depending on the type of message generated; this can be mapped to the
PGMLib implementation generating a first evaluation based on the dimension of
the tables that represent the probability distributions in each and every nodes
and modifying these values according to the types of message involved, so that for
instance, considering two messages with the relative costs, that are equal depending
on the dimensions, if one message generates an enterObs operation while the other
one generates a multiplication due to a push operation, their cost must be different.
Further details will be given in the followings were the implementation matter will
be explained.
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2.3.3 Form Messages to Tasks
A key point that needs be to explained is how the message, eventually grouped
according to the ideas presented, can be mapped on tasks. This issue is strongly
related with the different multiprocessor approaches:
• considering the Dynamic Approach and in particular the OpenMP frame-
work, as soon as the message dependencies are known, it is possible to em-
bed directly the group of messages within the highlight task. This is only
an implementation issue, for that reason further details will be given in the
implementation chapter;
• the opposite solution, that refers to the Static Approach, requires few
additional considerations that will be described from now on.
As it was introduced, the static solution requires at least two additional tools:
• a schedule used to generate the scheduling specifying how the tasks are
distributed among the cores;
• a runtime support to correctly implement the static schedule generated.
Considering each task as the implementation of the single message of the Belief
Propagation algorithm (or eventually a group of them) and having the knowledge of
the dependencies with respect to other messages within the schedule, it is possible
to treat the problem as a classical multiprocessor scheduling problem. The model
used for this work is the M-Task model [10] that is completely suitable with
respect to the project requirements. Using this paradigm, a parallel program can
be modelled as a Directed Acyclic Graph defined as G = (V,E), where the nodes
v ∈ V correspond to the generic M-Tasks representing a generic parallel code,
while the edges e ∈ E model the precedence relationship among them: the edge
e = (v1, v2) means that task v1 produces an output required by v2, therefore v2 can
executes only after the completion of v1. The model embodies the processor as a set
of cluster P where a generic M-Task v ∈ V can executes on one or more processors
p ∈ P . The function that links task to processors defines the static
allocation required. The allocation function depends on the computation costs of
the M-Tasks and their precedence relations. In this model the computation cost is
represented as a function of the task and eventually of the processor where it runs.
Additionally, for each edge the model takes into account the communication delay
on the multiprocessor environment for each tuple (v1, v2, p1, p2). This consideration
it is useful to generate a scheduling that encourage the allocation of affine task on
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the same processor. This model can allocate a task on more then one processor in
a data-parallel scheme: this is a feature that it is not employed in this work but it
is a possible extension for dealing some operations of Mixed Distributions, and in
the non-linear evaluation of UKF.
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Considering a given allocation it is possible to present a set of notions: defining
the length of a path within the graph as the sum of the computations costs plus the
communication costs of the node encountered along the path, a relevant concept
within the model is the Critical Path, defined as the longest path from a source
to a sink of the graph among all the possible paths. Formally it is possible to define
the set of nodes in the critical path as the ones with the highest TBLv = TLv+TBv
starting from the source node with the highest TBL following again the maximal
TBL, where TLv is the Top Level defined as the length of the longest path
from any source node to the given node v, while the Bottom Level TBv is the
length of the longest path from v to any sink node. In order to evaluate a certain
allocation let us introduce the last concept related to this topic called Max Span
that is defined as the end time of the latest task in any processor; the objective
of a satisfactory scheduling algorithm in this work, is to minimize this quantity in
order to obtain better performances.
Example Let us present an example where the concepts presented can be
applied. Considering the set of M-Task of Table 6 with their relative cost plus the
correspondent DAG, the nodes belonging to the Critical Path set is {1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9}
and its length is 1 + 3 + 2 + 6 + 1 + 2 = 13
1
2 3
4
5 6 7
8
9
Table 5: M-Task Example
Node Cost
1 1
2 3
3 2
4 2
5 3
6 4
7 2
8 1
9 2
Table 6: Cost Info
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As soon as the model has been presented, the focus can be moved to the way
in which the schedule can be generated. It is known that the scheduling problem
is NP-complete. In literature it is possible to find different approaches, one of
that proposes to use the Mixed Linear Programming with which it is possible to
formulate the problem in terms of variable and constraints, defining as objective
function the minimization of the max span and then using common techniques,
like branch and bound to solve the problem. Unfortunately, as it was asserted in
[3] this formulation is not useful due to the time required to solve the problem but
even its formulation becomes difficult to be treated even for small problems. The
alternative solution to deal with this problem are the heuristic techniques that can
be mainly classified in these categories:
• Layer-Based heuristic solution that try to find a global solution of the
scheduling problem via clustering;
• Two-Step approach where the problem is divided in a first step where the
tool tries to allocate the set of task in a given number of processor followed
by a second phase, where starting from this results the final scheduling is
generated;
• Configuration-Based approach where for each task a configuration is given
and the tool simply tries to schedule the entire task-set.
In order to choose which is the more suitable approach in [4] it is possible to
notice that one of that generates the better performance in terms of make span
minimization: it is called Critical Path Reduction (CPR [[10]]). This is a two
steps approach based on List-Scheduling that allows to gain very good performance
on a considerable number of cores. This approach, first allocates the entire task-
set in one processor and then iteratively tries to move the task with the highest
critical path to another processor testing at each step the outcome generated in
terms of make span.
Considering the comparison presented in [4], CPR has been selected as the
scheduling generator for the static approach. As soon as the scheduling is given,
it is possible to generate the correspondent execution following that constraints.
In order to do that a run-time tool will be chosen in order to address this require-
ments.
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3 Implementation
In this chapter the designated solution according to the concept presented in the
previous section will be explained. First, the concepts related to how the genera-
tion has been implemented will be introduced, and later the parallelism solutions
according to the design opportunities will be described.
3.1 Introduction
Before analysing the solution implemented, it is necessary to give an overview of
the available solutions to automatize the code generation. Later, basing on the
selected solution, the fundamental implementation choices will be explained.
3.1.1 Different Approaches
In general, different approaches can be used to automatize the code generation.
The more complete and customizable are based on CodeDOM (Code Document
Object Model) that basically define a dedicated syntax to inspect and eventually
modify the code, related to the AST of the programming language. One example
is the Kode Library 4 with which it is possible to perform the required task.
The code in Listings 3 presents the example taken from the Kode website which
presents an example that is very simple but useful to understand the power of this
framework.
Listing 3: Kode Example
1 // Define f i l e and meta in format ion
2 KODE: : F i l e f i l e ;
3 f i l e . s e tP r o j e c t ( ”Example Pro j e c t ” ) ;
4 f i l e . addCopyright ( QDate : : currentDate ( ) . year ( ) ,
5 ”Corne l iu s Schumacher” , ”schumacher@kde . org ” ) ;
6 f i l e . s e tL i c en s e ( KODE: : L i cense ( Kode : : L i cense : :GPL ) ) ;
7
8 // Setup class d e f i n i t i o n
9 KODE: : Class c ( ”He l lo ” ) ;
10 c . setDocs ( ”This class implements a h e l l o world example . ” ) ;
11
12 // Define func t i on
13 KODE: : Function sayHe l lo ( ” sayHe l lo ” , ”void” ) ;
14 sayHe l lo . addArgument ( ”const QString &to ” ) ;
15
16 // Define body o f f unc t i on
17 KODE: : Code code ;
18 code += ”cout << \”Hel lo , \” << to << \” !\” ” ;
4http://www.lst.de/~cs/kode/libkode.html
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19 sayHe l lo . setBody ( code ) ;
20
21 // Add func t i on to class
22 c . addFunction ( sayHe l lo ) ;
23
24 // Generate code
25 KODE: : Pr in t e r p ;
26 p . pr intHeader ( f i l e ) ;
27 p . pr intImplementat ion ( f i l e ) ;
A similar, but more general example, is the Acceleo plugin 5 provided by Ec-
plise. Acceleo belongs to the categories of Model-To-Text Transformation Frame-
works that generates textual artifacts from given models. It requires a formal def-
inition of the given model and a template that describes the transformation to be
performed on the instance of the model provided as input. Differently with respect
to the Kode Library, Acceleo is capable to generate generic texts; this fact allows
the usage of Acceleo in a wide range of applications but as side effect reduces the
error control on the generated code.
Listing 4: Acceleo Example
1 [ comment encoding = UTF−8 / ]
2 [ module generate ( ’ h t tp : //www. e c l i p s e . org /uml2 /5 . 0 . 0 /UML’ ) ]
3 [ template pub l i c generateElement ( aClass : Class ) ]
4 [ comment @main/ ]
5 [ f i l e ( aClass . name , f a l s e , ’UTF−8 ’ ) ]
6 This i s my f i r s t t e s t
7 [ aClass . name/ ]
8 [ / f i l e ]
9 [ / template ]
A classical example where Acceleo can be used without any additional work
is the automatic generation of a C++ class header file starting from its UML
Diagram; the template example presented in Listing 4 is exactly the base of this
kind of Acceleo application. Unfortunately, this example where the model is taken
from the built-in model collection hides the more relevant drawback of the Acceleo
plugin: the generation of the model could be an heavy task considering that, as
soon as the complexity of the model grows, the specification of a complete and
correct model becomes untreatable.
5http://www.eclipse.org/acceleo/
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Recapping, the Kode solution is very powerful but even overabundant with
respect to the functionalities required while Acceleo, even if it is more suitable,
it comprises the model definition: considering a probabilistic graphical model as
the Factor Graph, the formal definition able to completely describe such a model
could be very complicated but even difficult to be tested.
Additionally, it is possible to cite two alternative solutions: the use of the AST
of the clang compiler as a tool for code generation which is flexible but complex,
or alternatively the use of metaprogramming for code generation.
The complexity of the code generation part of this work relies in the processing
of the entities in the PGMLib data structure, in computing the structure of tasks,
a very domain specific problem. Then in the final phase of code generation there
is a relatively small amount of work that relies on generating directly the text
representation. The use of a template library is sufficient for the purpose.
Selected Solution During the implementation it has been decided to choose
an halfway solution with respect to the solutions proposed, that is based on the
simplest solution where the code is simply printed out using the standard C++
functionalities but taking advantage from a text-replacing mechanism especially
implemented for this purposes. This library substitutes strings identified within
fixed delimiters with other strings. This approach is simpler but is exactly what
it is required considering that during the generation process only portions of code
need to be generated. This solution allows to use a template model containing the
minimal fixed code that does not change depending on the model instance. The
library especially developed for the text-replacing mechanism takes in input the
model and enables the substitution of the selected portion of text using the string
within the delimiters as a key for identifying this, or eventually the set of portion,
of the text selected. The library offers a set of methods that allows the substitution
of strings within the model template with given texts.
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3.2 Code Generation
As soon as the generating principle has been given it is now possible to present
the key point of the code generation, starting from the loading process.
Later, assuming that in the original PMGLib the only files that depend on the
model provided as input are the pgm.cpp and the pgm.h, the generation of these
two files are presented. The generation of the header file is so simple that simply
discriminates between the different generator configurations choosing the right
includes directives depending on the configuration options. The generation of the
source file is the core of the framework and it is divided in two phases that can be
recapped in:
• Constructor Generation which is responsible to initialize the FactorGraph
structure and the other additional components;
• Solve Generation which is responsible to generate the message exchange
mechanism in accordance with the configuration chosen.
Just to introduce the common implementation of these two functionalities,
the framework takes advantage from the stringstream objects provided by the
Standard Template Library: the generator sends the generated results to the right
stream and the final result of each stream will be used as input for the text-
substitution library which is able to correctly generate the final outcome.
3.2.1 Loading Process
Starting from the first element in the chain of transformations, considering that the
numbers of parameters, starting from the model as input plus all the set of flags and
parameters grows quickly, it is useful to define a JSON file used to specify the entire
set of configurations, allowing the code generation of multiple Factor Graphs; this
JSON file from now on will be called Configuration File and should be correct, in
accordance with the schema that can be found in the Appendix of this document.
Later, the generation functionalities will be explained, describing the motivations
that have been taken into account to choose that solutions. At the end of this
section the parallelism aspect will be analysed describing the implementation that
can be found out following the design principle fixed in the previous sections.
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• JSON Configuration File:
The configuration file contains an array of JSON object which one contains
the following basic informations:
– input model: the path where the json representation of the Factor-
Graph model can be found;
– gen model: the path where the generation model used by the text-
replacing mechanism can be found;
– output path: the output folder where the generated file will be placed;
– multicore config: the optional information related to parallelism; if it
is not specified the generated code does not take advantage from the
multiprocessor supports and will be simply a single core application
code;
∗ support: it specifies which multiprocessor approach will be used,
it could be:
· Workpool: for using the static approach
· OpenMP: for using the dynamic approach
∗ scheduling config: this field is meaningful only if the solution sup-
port chosen is the Workpool and contains simply an inner numeric
field named cores which specifies the number of cores that will be
used by the target solution
∗ message grouping: contains information about how the graph de-
pendencies should be treated; these information are specified by
means of a JSON array named steps that contains the single op-
erations that will be sequentially evaluated to manage the multi-
processor graph dependencies; each step element has the following
options:
· output: the name of the graph file where the graph will be
printed out using the dot format;
· check multiple writers: a boolean field used to enable the
functionality so called; this functionality will be explained later
on; when the message grouping functionalities is enabled this
field is not meaningful;
· remove serial: a boolean field that when is true groups mes-
sages which is intrinsically serial;
· join limit: the cost threshold to fix when the message grouping
can be performed; if this field is not specified the grouping
functionalities is disabled.
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The Framework scanning this configuration file evaluates the configuration en-
tities one after the other, initializing the generating properties for each and every
model given as input. In addition, the generator is able to produce the correspon-
dent CMakeFiles.txt for each and every model provided as input that can be used
to compile the generated code using the cmake utility.
Data Loading As far as the problem has been formulated, the generation
process involves the pgm module where the FactorGraph class is defined: resuming
what the generator has to do, it has to generate the constructor with nodes initial-
ization and the operations that constitute the solving procedure. First of all, the
Generator scanning the FactorGraph model provided as input, it is able to load
correctly the information for each and every element. Considering the procedures
that the original pgm uses to load the FactorGraph nodes, in order to maintain the
new implementation as much as possible similar with respect to the original one, it
has been decided to leave it unchanged, so that both the FactorNode and the Vari-
ableNode constructors remain identical. This is the reason why, in order to build
the following data initializations, a set of tricks should be used for maintaining the
code efficiency:
• FactorNode data
• VariableNode observations
• Variable domains
These phases need to be implemented in a smart way because, considering two
or more FactorNodes that contains the same FactorNode data or equivalently two
VariableNodes with the same observations, or again two or more VaraibleNodes
that share the same domain, it is reasonable that the generator is capable to check
whether the data are identical and eventually using only one data structure that in
the generated code will be used to initialize the elements that share that common
data. This is the reason why the loading module of the generator before storing a
new element of that type it checks if another identical element has been already
loaded and eventually reuses it. In this way, if the model has some redundant
element, it is possible to generate a lightweight code.
As soon as the model is loaded, the Framework enables the two main function-
alities that are capable to generate the source file and the header file. The files are
the pgm.h and the pgm.cpp that are the only ones that depend on the model.
These two functionalities are implemented by means of stringstream objects
provided by C++11: the generator sends the results to the right stream and the
final result of each stream will be used as input for the text-substitution library
which is able to correctly generate the final outcome.
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3.2.2 Constructor Generation
Taking as input the data loaded, it is possible to generate the constructor of the
FactorGraph class. The generator first scans all the data structures that will be
used to initialize the factor data and generates the correspondent lines of code, then
it proceeds with the variable domain declarations, ending with the VariableNode
and the FactorNode generations.
3.2.3 Solve Generation
The solving procedure is a complex task that should be modified according to the
possible types of run-time support. It is built on the set of messages that imple-
ments the scheduling, where each message is composed by the set of operations
previously discussed. In order to reuse the same code for the different multipro-
cessor configurations, it has been decided to use a common message generation
functionality: starting from the ids of the node involved, the module deduces which
are the lines of code required, therefore the difference between the configurations
are implemented considering where these regions of code will be placed within the
solving context. In order to complete the discussion, let us introduce the main
difference between the different approaches that will be completed when each and
every approach will be deeply analysed.
• No Multiprocessor: if the configuration does not specify any kind of multi-
processor configuration the generated code will be not a parallel application;
in this case the generation simply place the lines of code that constitute the
solve methods within the correspondent section in the generated file
• OpenMP: if the Dynamic Approach is chosen, the generator, first print
out the definition of the element required to implement to dependencies and
then generates the lines of code correctly placed within the correspondent
constructs offered by this run-time support
• Workpool: if the Static Approach is chosen, as soon as the scheduling is
given, according to the semantic chosen that will be described in the follow-
ings, the generator places the lines of code required within a lambda function
definition that will used by the run-time support
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3.3 Parallelism
As far as the message scheduling is concerned, starting from the high level concept
described in the previous section, it is possible to map these concepts to the real
framework application. Starting from a sequential message scheduling it is possible
to generate the message dependencies for each and every message. Starting from
that information, it is possible to deduce the correspondent graph that figure out
the entire message scheduling in terms of dependencies.
As far as the multiprocessor tools have been introduced, it is possible to describe
accurately both the Dynamic and the Static approach, analysing the implementa-
tion issues that came out during the implementation of the framework.
3.3.1 OpenMP
Starting from the simplest solution, the Dynamic Approach takes advantages from
the OpneMP framework so lets describe the main features of OpenMP and how
it can be used. The intent of this explanation is to present the work done for this
thesis, a link to the entire reference can be found in [8]. OpenMP is an Appli-
cation Program Interface based on the Shared Memory Model which implements
parallelism basing on the thread concept. OpenMP is distributed in couple with
the compiler, so that in each compiler version is embedded a particular OpenMP
version: considering the GCC compiler, it supports OpenMP 4.0 since gcc 4.9, 3.0
since gcc 4.4 and 2.5 since gcc 4.2. A programmer can build its own application
with OpenMP simply specifying the correspondent flag (in GCC: -fopenmp). As
soon as the configuration is done, it is possible to make use of OpenMP by means
of its preprocessor directives, that in general are in the form:
Listing 5: OpenMP Example
1 #pragma omp d i r e c t i v e−name [ c l au s e [ [ , ] c l au s e ] . . ] new−l ine
An OpenMP program starts as a single thread application. OpenMP describes
sections of codes as regions; it is possible to specify a parallel region that needs to
be executed in parallel with the directive omp parallel. As soon as this directive
is encountered, OpenMP generates a team of n threads. If the number of threads
is not explicitly specified it is equal to the maximum number of threads specified
by the OpenMP configurations. Within a parallel region the code is duplicated on
the threads in the team and one of that is designated to be the master thread.
At the end of the parallel region an implicit barrier is generated so that all the
threads stop their execution and the only one thread that continues the execution
is the master thread. Equivalently, it is possible to explicitly specify a region that
needs to be executed by only one thread, using the omp single directive. Just to
give some relevant example, OpenMP offers the omp parallel for which is able to
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distribute a for loop among the threads-team generated, but also a set of run-time
library functions (or routines for the Fortran implementation) where it is possible
to find the following relevant operations:
• OMP GET NUM PROCS : returns the number of available processors
• OMP GET NUM THREADS : returns the number of threads that are cur-
rently in the team executing the parallel region from which it is called
• OMP GET MAX THREADS : returns the maximum value that can be re-
turned by a call to the OMP GET NUM THREADS function
• OMP GET THREAD NUM : returns thread number of the thread, within
the team, making this call
• OMP GET WTIME : elapsed clock time in seconds; time is measured from
some ”time in the past”, which is an arbitrary time guaranteed not to change
during the execution of the program
The more relevant construct with respect to thesis implementation has been
introduced by the version 4.0 of the API and it is the omp task. As it can be
found in the specifications a task directive ”Defines an explicit task. The data
environment of the task is created according to data-sharing attribute clauses on
task construct and any defaults that apply.”. The specifications defines different
policies to initialize the variable within the task body by means of the clauses,
but the more relevant one is the depend option. This clause must be specified in
the form depend(dependence-type:list); dependence-type must be in, out or in-out
while list is the list of variables involved in the dependency. The semantic defines
that the newly generated task that specifies a in dependency will wait sibling tasks
with out or inout dependency matching the correspondent in dependency. In order
to simplify the further explanation let us introduce a simple example (Listing 6)
which introduces an application where the final goal is to implement a set of 4 tasks
(task1, task2, task3 and task4) where a set of dependencies is defined. First an omp
parallel section is executed and the a set of n-threads is generated, furthermore
the evaluation of the omp single allows that each and every single task that follows
this directive, will be executed only one time by a single thread. The dependencies
defined force that task2,task3 and task4 cannot execute until task1 finishes its
execution. In addition task3 has an additional dependency that imposes that its
execution cannot start until task2 finishes its execution.
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Listing 6: OpenMP Application Example
1 int main ( )
2 {
3 int a = 5 ;
4 int b ;
5 int c ;
6 int d ;
7 #pragma omp p a r a l l e l
8 {
9 #pragma omp s i n g l e
10 {
11 // ta s k 1
12 #pragma omp task depend ( out : a )
13 {
14 a ∗= 2 ;
15 }
16
17 // ta s k 2
18 #pragma omp task depend ( in : a ) depend ( out : b)
19 {
20 b = a + 5 ;
21 }
22
23 // ta s k 3
24 #pragma omp task depend ( in : a , b )
25 {
26 c = ( a + b) ∗ 10 ;
27 }
28
29 // ta s k 4
30 #pragma omp task depend ( in : a )
31 {
32 d = a ∗ 2 ;
33 }
34 }
Just to conclude the review of the more relevant constructs, it is necessary
to introduce the critical directive which can be followed by an optional name
identifier, that not necessarily need to be variable (in contrast with respect to
the depend clause requirement) that it is used to specify the behaviour of the
command. The critical command specifies a region of code that must be executed
by only one thread at a time; the optional name is used to treat different regions
that share the same name as the same critical region; if a thread tries to enter
a critical region while another thread is still inside the same critical region, the
thread that tries to enter will be blocked until the one inside the region exits.
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OpenMP in the Framework Considering the OpenMP implementation it is
possible to take advantage from the recently introduced task construct in couple
with the depend clauses. At this step the dependencies graph is known and it is
possible to get which are the dependencies for each and every task. The framework
simply generates the declaration of a set of fake variables which are mapped to
the single dependency allowing to use these variables directly into the depend
construct. The following (Listing 7) is a real example taken from the generated
code, where is possible to point out the application of the OpenMP framework
within the generated code.
Listing 7: OpenMP Code Generated
1 Result FactorGraph : : s o l v e (bool use sub graph )
2 {
3 // . . .
4 bool dep6 4 /∗ . . . ∗/ ;
5 // . . .
6 bool dep20 3 /∗ . . . ∗/ ;
7 // . . .
8 #pragma omp p a r a l l e l
9 {
10 #pragma omp s i n g l e
11 {
12 #pragma omp task depend ( out : dep20 3 )
13 {
14 { /∗ msg from 14 to 27 ∗/ }
15 { /∗ msg from 27 to 7 ∗/ }
16 { /∗ msg from 7 to 20 ∗/ }
17 }
18 #pragma omp task depend ( in : dep20 3 ) depend ( out : dep6 4 )
19 {
20 { /∗ msg from 20 to 27 ∗/ }
21 }
22 // . . .
23 }
24 }
25 // . . .
26 }
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3.3.2 Static Approach:
As it was stated in the design chapter, the static approach requires a set of ad-
ditional tools considering both the Multiprocessor Tools and the Multiprocessor
Analyser.
• the generator should be able to use a scheduler that implements the Critical
Path Reduction algorithm; in the implementation of the framework this is
possible using the python tool taskschedule 6.
This tool is highly customizable giving to the user the capability to specify
a large number of parameters; for the purpose of this work the relevant ones
are the architecture parameters (e.g. the number of cores), the task-set input
file and the possibility to save the scheduling, or better the running file, on
a given file. This running file can be used to generate the real application
execution. In this file are stored informations related to the execution order
of the tasks and where the synchronization points will be inserted. Maybe
this last point could be incomprehensible at this point but later on, further
details will be given. Anyway, the focus of this point is the possibility of
generating a scheduling, starting from a given task-set. The task-set input
file should be a JSON file in accordance with the M-Task model and it must
be correct with respect to the correspondent schema that can be found in the
Appendix of this document. This JSON file contains a JSON Array where
each element is a JSON object which represents an M-Task and contains at
least information such as:
– the id of the task
– the cost of the task
– the inputs of the task, composed by the list of the task IDs of the tasks
from which this task depends
– the messages of the task, composed by a JSON Array of strings; each
string contains a textual representation related to the message exchange
element contained in this task (remembering that a task can contain
multiple messages)
For sake of completeness, it is necessary to point out that the tools is able to
manage also more complex models that comprises reduction element. This
functionality is useful in context where it is necessary to have a large num-
ber of tasks each of them producing its result and where the information
produced by these tasks have to be reduced to a single information; this is a
6https://github.com/eruffaldi/taskschedule
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very recurring situation in multiprocessor applications that should be taken
into account for future improvements.
• the generated code must be used in conjunction with a run-time support
that implements the scheduling provided as input. The run-time support is
called TaskRunner7
This component is able to generate the right execution order, according
to the dependencies generated by the scheduler. The tool is based on the
STL offered by C++11 where it is possible to use the thread construct and
the future-promise mechanism that are used to implement synchronization
among threads. In addition to complete the synchronization mechanism it
uses custom semaphores. The tool takes in input a Workerpool structure
which is able to generate a set of n threads on top of which the execution can
be built on. This structure can implement affinity, associating each thread
within the pool to a fixed cpu. Unfortunately C++11 neither allows directly
the affinity settings nor offers a reliable thread id handling, therefore to im-
plement the affinity on that approach, a set of assumptions made on empiric
tests needs to be used: considering that C++11 does not offer an affinity
mechanism, it is necessary to use directly the operating system directives
in order to set-up this configurations, but in order to do that, the operat-
ing system needs the thread id which is accessible by the native handle()
function call that returns, as the reference asserts, a type that is dependant
on the implementation and consequently from the operating system used;
basing on a set of tests made on different operating systems and different
compilers, it is possible to assert that during the tests, this two types fit each
other. This assumption can be used to completely implements affinity, using
the mechanism offered by the operating system and then calling the follow-
ing directives depending on the operating system. For sake of clearness the
following are the function calls used to implement this functionality under
different operating systems:
Table 7: Affinity
O.S. Function
Linux pthread setaffinity np
MacOS thread policy set
Windows SetThreadAffinityMask
7https://bitbucket.org/eruffaldi/cpp-mt-planrunner
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3.3.3 Costs
The last topic that needs to be treated is how the costs are generated. The basic
assumption made it was that the cost of a single message should be proportional
to the dimension of the entity involved. In order to implement this assumption it
has been decided to compute this entity in different ways depending on the node
types:
• VariableNode:
– Discrete: the cost of the node is equal to the dimension of the domain
– Gaussian: the cost of the node is equal to the dimension of the Multi-
variate Gaussian
• FactorNode:
– Discrete: the cost is equal to the product of the dimension of the
variable connected to the factor itself
– Linear Gaussian Factor the cost of the node is equal to the dimension
of the Multivariate Gaussian
– Non Linear Gaussian Factor the cost is strongly dependant on the
Function that implements the factor, so it has been decided to fix this
cost to a constant value
– Mixture Gaussian Factor the cost is equal to the dimension of the
weight element times the dimension of the Multivariate Gaussian
As soon as this basic node costs have been defined, it is necessary to intro-
duce the coefficients to discriminates between the different operations because, in
general, it is not true that two messages from nodes with the same dimensions
generate the same operations: the operations are strongly related to the rule of the
nodes. In order to address this issue it has been decided to implement a component
within the framework that can be consulted in order to know the exact cost of a
certain message; this component should be correctly initialized specifying a set of
parameters that are necessary to the framework in order to deduce which opera-
tion will be executed and consequently to be aware of the resultant total cost. In
order to do that it has been assigned to each single operation a cost coefficient
to discriminates between the different operations; any time the cost manager is
informed that a new message (with the relative parameters) has been added to
the scheduling, it stores this message with their relative operations, associating for
each of them the relative cost coefficient.
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3.3.4 Multiple Writers Problem
In the previous chapter the problems related to the message dependencies has been
presented introducing a possible solution for this problem. This solution accounts
the problem related to the fact that within the schedule, messages that produce
results that will be used by subsequent messages must be evaluated before that
these succeeding messages have been evaluated. Another problem that can arise
due to the multiprocessor concurrent execution is the possibility that two or more
messages, or better tasks, try to update the same results. Analysing the implemen-
tation this problem is obvious when the push operations are evaluated. Considering
a practical example where two messages identified respectively by the ids (4,2) and
(3,2) that are ready to be evaluated in accordance to the dependency generated,
they can be evaluated concurrently in such a way that both try to update at the
same time instant the node 2 with their results. This problem can be find out only
when a message follows the common pattern ”eval-push” previously presented,
because this is the only case where it is possible to find different messages with
the same destination id that can execute concurrently. In order to solve these issue
different solutions can be taken depending on the multiprocessor approach and
consequently the run-time support chosen.
Dynamic Approach Considering the simplest solution, using OpenMP, this
can be solved using the lock guard class provided by the STL to this job. First of
all, for each and every node object, exists a correspondent mutex. Every time a
push operation is called, this operation will be preceded by a lock guard object
creation giving as input to the constructor the mutex previously defined. Using this
solution if two threads tries to update the same node at the same time the mutual
exclusion is guaranteed. A possible alternative that can capitalize the wide range
of directives offered by OpenMP should be the atomic or the critical construct.
Unfortunately, the first can be used only when the mutual exclusion protection
is applied to a simple assignment operation, so that according to the assumption
for which the modifications to the PGMLib will be made reducing as much as
possible the intervention on the library, this is not the right solution. Considering
the other opportunity that are practically equivalent to the lock guard, it could
be equivalent used.
Static Approach Considering the static approach and following the idea
presented for the dynamic approach a trivial solution could be the re-usage of the
lock guard. This solution can leads to a correct execution order that unfortunately
is wrong from a conceptual point of view: the static approach is based on the
assumption that the execution order will be respected and there must be no chance
for the thread execution to be blocked for external reasons that are not related
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to the static schedule generated. In this case, considering the lock guard, this
assertion is not verified because the execution of a single thread can be blocked
due to the fact that at the same time, another thread is able to try to update
the same entity so that the blocked thread does not respect the static schedule
generated.
In order to solve this problem it is necessary to approach the issue from another
point of view: the problem that generates the problem is related to the concur-
rent update of the same node, there is the opportunity to decouple this problem
allowing the update of the node at a second time. Practically, the message imple-
mentation will be decoupled so that the ”eval” of the message will be computed
without further modification while the push will be postponed grouping it with the
other push operations toward the same node that could cause a critical concurrent
update. This postponed update will be evaluated sequentially by an additional
task whose role is simply to update the node result.
In order to clarify the explanation, let us introduce a possible formulation of
a dependency graph, introducing then an example used to explain the solution
proposed.
A graph dependency can be defined as G = (V,E) where V is the set of vertexes
composed by messages while E is the set of edges defined as E ⊆ {{u, v} : u, v ∈
V }. The generic edge e = {u, v} ∈ E expresses that the message u must be
evaluated previously with respect to task v.
It is now possible to define the parent set of a generic message (or vertex) v as
p(v) = {u : V |∀{x, y} ∈ E, y = v}
The graph in Figure 18 is a graph compliant with the formulation that has just
been introduced and represent a critical example where the problem presented
arises.
1→ 4
2→ 4
3→ 4
4→ 5
5→ 6 5→ 8
Figure 18: Multiple Writer Solution
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It is clear that the message within the parent set of the message 4 → 5 can
cause a concurrent update of the node 4. According to the solution proposed the
tasks in the parent set will be split in such a way that the tasks that can execute
concurrently execute simply the eval parts of the message exchange mechanism and
store their results in dedicated slots where each slot can be updated only by its
relative task. At the end the additional task, as soon as data are available, computes
the push operation sequentially, reading the value stored in the correspondent slot.
Finally, the following messages (in the example: 4→ 5) can be correctly evaluated
having the knowledge that the value read its correct due to the dependencies
introduced on the additional message.
1→ 4eval
2→ 4eval
3→ 4eval
1→ 4push
2→ 4push
2→ 4push
4→ 5
5→ 6 5→ 8
Figure 19: Multiple Writer Solution
This solution is compliant with the static approach and consequently with
the scheduler which does not require to be informed of this new kind of task
because for its interface, this new task type is simply a task, it does not matter
which operations tasks are going to implement, the scheduler requires only the
dependencies among tasks and their costs. Considering this last point the only
element that should be modified in order to accommodate these new feature is the
cost manager, which now must be able to split the costs of each single operation,
in order to be able to calculate the real costs of the new task configuration.
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4 Evaluation
In this section the implementation of the developed Framework will be tested
according to the original PGMLib test-cases and later, it will be evaluated in
terms of performance on different architectures.
4.1 Test Cases
The objective of this test is to verify that the inference functionality of the gen-
erated code has not been broken by the code generation facilities. The original
PGMLib test-cases were defined around four basic tests where according to the
different types of factors allowed, the correspondent FactorGraph can be defined.
The examples are the followings and involve these specific node types.
1. Discrete: discrete factors plus discrete variables are defined
2. Linear Gaussian: linear gaussian factors plus gaussian variables are defined
3. NonLinear Gaussian: non linear and linear gaussian factors plus gaussian
variables are defined
4. Mixed: mixture gaussian factors plus gaussian and discrete variables are
defined
Bearing in mind the functional flow of the Framework, it is necessary to define
the four models which are the JSON representations of the four test cases de-
fined. The format of the JSON files is clearly the one previously cited that can be
found in the Appendix of this document. Because of the aim of this part, it has
been decided to present a graphical representation of the different FactorGraphs
discarding the textual representation avoiding that the reading of the document
becomes complex. The classical representation used in literature and already pre-
sented in the introduction of this document describes the FactorNodes as squares
and the VariableNodes as circles. These last ones can be eventually filled to high-
light when the correspondent variables are observed. Anyway, in addition to the
graphical representation which gives only informations about the graph structure,
the types of both the variable and the factor nodes will be listed. In the graph rep-
resentation each node can be identified by the string within it and the additional
number within the round brackets that corresponds to the id of the node. In order
to compare the results obtained, for each and every test-case the belief values of
the regular variables will be compared between the PGMLib results and the ones
obtained from the generated code.
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4.1.1 Discrete Case
Neglecting the real meaning of this example, which purpose is to produce the
whether forecasts starting from a set of assumptions, in the graph presented in
Figure 20 it is possible to notice that there is a set of observed variables.
Both the variables and the factors involved are discrete and just to be more
precisely the discrete variable are defined over two discrete domains respectively
called ”actions” and ”weather”. The ”action” domain is composed by two possible
values while the ”action” one by three. All the observed variables are built on the
”actions” domain while the other one on the ”weather” discrete values.
In the following Linstings 8 and9, it is possible to compare the results obtained
by the two different versions of the inference library, that as it was expected are
equivalent.
Listing 8: Discrete PGMLib Results
1 Friday : 0 .48055 0.51945
2 Monday : 0 .913947 0.0860526
3 Saturday : 0 .25918 0.74082
4 Sunday : 0 .277754 0.722246
5 Thursday : 0 .838247 0.161753
6 Tuesday : 0 .908365 0.0916347
7 Wednesday : 0 .682274 0.317726
Listing 9: Discrete Code-Generated Results
1 Monday : 0 .913947 0.0860526
2 Tuesday : 0 .908365 0.0916347
3 Thursday : 0 .838247 0.161753
4 Saturday : 0 .25918 0.74082
5 Wednesday : 0 .682274 0.317726
6 Sunday : 0 .277754 0.722246
7 Friday : 0 .48055 0.51945
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Figure 20: Discrete test-case
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4.1.2 Linear Gaussian Case
The Linear Gaussian test-case is simple, but useful to test different features.
In this example there are the prior element, resolved as factors by the libraries
and the observation of gaussian variables.
Figure 21: Linear Gaussian test-case
The Figure 21 represents the FactorGraph representation of the model pre-
sented while in Listing 10 and 11 the beliefs resultant from the different library
implementations are shown. The example considers only Gaussian Variable and
Linear Gaussian Factor. Referring to the Variables, the first one called ”Y” is a
regular of dimension three while the second one named ”X” is a regular Bivariate
Gaussian Variable. The relevant element is the prior of X that according to the
implementation is translated in a Factor connected to the Variable towards which
the prior information is given.
As soon as the inference has been executed the results can be derived from the
varaible X which is neither observed nor hidden. Analysing the belief shown in
Listing 10 and 11 the results are equivalent both in terms of means and variances
between the different implementations so that the test can be considered passed.
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Listing 10: Linear Gaussian PGMLib Results
1 X
2 [
3 mean :
4 0.222104 −0.306813
5 var iance :
6 0.0688872 −0.014383
7 −0.014383 0.0249811
8 g : 0
9 ]
Listing 11: Linear Gaussian Code-Generated Results
1 X
2 [
3 mean :
4 0.222104 −0.306813
5 var iance :
6 0.0688872 −0.014383
7 −0.014383 0.0249811
8 g : 0
9 ]
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4.1.3 Non Linear Gaussian Case
This case is useful to test whether the generated code is capable to manage the
Non Linear Gaussian Factor has it was possible using the original PGMLib. In
order to build the example, Linear Gaussian Factors are additionally used.
Figure 22: Non Linear Gaussian test-case
The Figure 22 presents the FactorGraph structure highlighting Factors and
Varaibles. From the graphical representation it is possible to notice that two Vari-
ables and two Factors are defined: the Variables used are quite similar because they
are both Bivariate Regular Gaussian Variables while the Factors are respectively
a Linear Gaussian and a Non Linear Gaussian Factor.
The Linear Factor has been introduced to accomplish the prior given to the Vari-
able ”X” while the Non Linear is defined over the Variables ”X” and ”Y” by means
of the following matrix A.
A =
(
1 4
2 1
)
Considering that this example involves Non Linear Gaussian Factors, it gener-
ates the critical self message where the source and the destination node are equal
that clearly introduces a new case to the execution flow that will be tested. In the
following Listing 14 and 15 it is possible to notice the equality between the results
generated by the two inference implementations. The beliefs produced are related
to the entire variable set considering that both the variables defined are regular.
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Listing 12: Non Linear Gaussian PGMLib Results
1 X
2 [
3 mean :
4 0.666667 −0.333333
5 var iance :
6 1.66667 0.666667
7 0.666667 0.333333
8 g : 2 .22045 e−016
9 ]
10
11 Y
12 [
13 mean :
14 −0.666667 1
15 var iance :
16 13.3333 10.6667
17 10.6667 10.1667
18 g : −4.44089e−016
19 ]
Listing 13: Non Linear Gaussian Code-Generated Results
1 X
2 [
3 mean :
4 0.666667 −0.333333
5 var iance :
6 1.66667 0.666667
7 0.666667 0.333333
8 g : 2 .22045 e−016
9 ]
10
11 Y
12 [
13 mean :
14 −0.666667 1
15 var iance :
16 13.3333 10.6667
17 10.6667 10.1667
18 g : −4.44089e−016
19 ]
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4.1.4 Mixed Case
This test is the one devoted the test the majority of the element involved, consid-
ering that Gaussian and Discrete Variables are involved.
Figure 23: Mixed test-case
The example is very simple but useful to test the functionalities required; it
comprises one Variable per type respectively called ”R” and ”Y” for the Discretes
and the Gaussians. The ”Y” is a Bivariate Observed Gaussian Variable while the
”X” is a Discrete defined over a domain called ”region” where the Variable can
assume only one of the three values defined.
In the Listings it is possible to analyse the equality between the belief of the
Discrete Regular Variable with respect to the different implementations.
Listing 14: Mixed PGMLib Results
1 R: 0.125472 0.0236088 0.850919
Listing 15: Mixed Code-Generated Results
1 R: 0.125472 0.0236088 0.850919
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4.2 Performances
Until now, the functionalities tested regard the generation features: the generated
code produces a single core application. The aim of the Framework is to generate
a code that can produce a multiprocessor application, so let us introduce the
examples that can be used to test the performances. The developed tests are two
different examples which both involves Gaussian and Discrete Variables. These
two tests will be evaluated on different architectures that for sake of clearness will
be listed here. Each test will be repeated in each configuration for a large number
of iterations (1000 iterations).
Table 8: Architectures
Architecture CPU # cores RAM O.S.
Embedded
(Nvidia Jetson TX1)
ARM Cortex-A57
MPCore
4 4 GB Ubuntu 14.04
Desktop Intel i7-3960X 6 18 GB Ubuntu 14.04
Server
Intel Xeon
E5-2650 v3
20 64 GB Ubuntu 14.04
Considering the possible Factor Graph models that can be provided as input
to the Framework, it is clear that the performances of the application built on
the generated code strongly depend on the graph structure and consequently on
the relative message scheduling. Taking into account this last intuition, the aim of
this second test is to evaluate the performance of the Framework under a stress-
condition so that it is useless to use parallel structured graphs which obviously
produce good performances.
The two tests are both built on top of Mixture Gaussian Factors and Discrete
Factors. The first one is simply an extension of the Discrete test case where Gaus-
sian Variables and Mixture Factors have been added. Differently, the second one
involves also Linear Gaussian Factors.
Using the same convention introduced for the previous test-cases, it has been
decided to present the models using their graphical representations neglecting the
JSON file which dimension is so big that the reading of this document becomes
difficult. In Figure 31 and 37 the structure of the graphs are presented allowing a
simpler analysis of the graphs.
For each and every graph the three configuration possibilities are exploited,
starting form the one without any kind of multiprocessor support and ending with
the two different multiprocessor approaches. At the end, the performances obtained
using a large number of test iterations will be compared with the original PGMLib
solution.
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In the Multiprocessor solution in order to present the dependencies among
tasks it has been decided to introduce a graphical notation that represent tasks
as squares. Within each square the message contained are represented by grey
rectangles linked by arrows to visualize their dependencies. Additionally in order
to complete the graphical representation green and red circles are used. These last
elements represent the task dependencies so that tasks with the a red circle wait
the completion of tasks with the correspondent green circle. The relation is defined
by the dependency name within the circles and are reinforced by arrows.
Dependencies Task Graph Example With the help Figure 24 is it possible to
present a graph example. This Dependencies Task Graph is very simple but even
complete for presenting this representation. The first task on the top contains task
4→ 1 and 1→ 3; the correspondent arrow that links these two elements imposes
that within the task the message 4 → 1 must be evaluated before the other mes-
sage. The green circle identified as ”dep3 2” means that as soon as its execution is
completed, it unblocks the other tasks but only the task that contains the message
3 → 3 can executes because the other ones contain additional dependencies that
are not yet satisfied. The evaluation can continue with this task execution which
completion enables the execution of the last two tasks.
Figure 24: Dependencies Task Graph Example
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During the performance evaluation referring to the static approach, another
graphical representation will be used. This representation is useful to present the
input of the Task Runner. In this representation it is possible to visualize the
tasks distribution among cores and the operations made on semaphores in order
to implement the task dependencies. Each column represents a core while the cyan
rectangles represent tasks. The diamonds in the picture represent the operations
on semaphores: the red one is ”wait” while the green ones is ”notify”. The numbers
within the objects are the identifier of that object.
Task Scheduling Example In Figure 25 a possible example is presented. The
aim of this figure is only to present the semantic of the representation therefore, to
avoid that the image becomes too big, in this first part only a section of the entire
image is presented. Considering that is example is exactly one of the examples used
to evaluate the performances, in the followings there is the chance to analyse the
entire figure. Taking for instance the red diamond with id 0 wich corresponds to a
wait operation on that semaphore, this is reflected to the execution of task 42 that
needs to wait the completion of tasks 4, 8 and 16 which are followed by a notifies
on the semaphore 0 that unblocks the execution of task 42 and its subsequent
companions that are on the same core.
Figure 25: Task Scheduling Example
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Test Configuration According to the Configuration File previously defined it
is possible to specify different configurations starting from the Multiprocessor sup-
port that needs to be used and ending with way in which tasks can be grouped. In
order to avoid that the configurations affect the tests results it has been decided
to use the following common configurations for the different tests:
• No Multiprocessor No Configuration Specified;
• Dynamic Approach
– Tool: OpenMP;
– # of cores: the maximum allowed by the architecture
– remove serial: true
– grouping threshold: 30
• Static Approach
– Tool: Workerpool;
– # of cores: the maximum allowed by the architecture
– grouping: disabled
The choice of disabling the grouping features in the static approach is aimed by
the static scheduling capability to reduce as much as possible the context switches
among tasks allocated to different cores.
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4.2.1 Test 1
The first graph presented (31) which is the extension of the Discrete test-case, it
introduces two additional nodes: the Bivariate Regular Gaussian Variable called
”X” and the Mixture Gaussian Factor ”kmm”. This new factor is linked to the
Discrete Variable ”Monday action” and to the Variable ”X” that has just been
introduced.
No Multiprocessor Producing the code without using the Multiprocessor sup-
port generates a code that exactly reflects the original code of the PGMLib. The
improvements of the generated code mainly refers to the unravel of the message
exchange operations allowing to predetermine the operations that finally generate
inference. Consequently, this step comprises the indexes generation.
OpenMP Following the test configurations presented, in the Figure 26 the orig-
inal graph dependencies using the ”one to one” mapping is presented while in the
Figure 27 it is possible to observe the reduction of the number of tasks thanks to
the message grouping feature. This reduction clearly affects the performances of
the target solution where the number of dependencies are reduced.
Static Approach Referring to the static approach where the execution is guided
by the static scheduling generated, it is possible to discuss finely the different steps
produced, in order to explain what to Framework is capable to do.
The starting point is the common Task Graph Dependencies of Figure 26.
Applying the idea proposed to solve the multiple writers problem in this context
where the classical lock guard construct is not applicable, it is possible to obtain
the new graph of Figure 28 where new tasks have been added to the task-set.
Considering the dimension of the graph, in order to improve the visibility of the
new tasks added, the rectangles that represent them have been filled with the
colour blue. Analysing which are these tasks and why they are added, it is possible
to figure out the following motivations for each and every node:
• Node 1)
– 22 → 1 and 29 → 1 can concurrently update the destination node so
that the new task has been added.
– 16→ 1 is another possible writer of the same node but considering the
other chains of dependencies it is not possible that it updates concur-
rently the destination node because at least one dependency of this task
involves the other possible writers so that their executions are imposed
to be sequential
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• Node 2)
– 16 → 2 and 23 → 2 can concurrently update the destination node so
that the new task has been added.
– 17 → 2 is another possible writer of the same node but again the de-
pendencies already defined impose a sequential update
• Node 3)
– 17 → 3 and 24 → 3 can concurrently update the destination node so
that the new task has been added.
– 18→ 3 follows the same behaviour of the other node
• Node 4)
– 18 → 4, 19 → 4 and 25 → 4 can concurrently update the destination
node so that the new task has been added.
• Node 5)
– 20 → 5 and 26 → 5 can concurrently update the destination node so
that the new task has been added.
– 19→ 5 follows the same behaviour of the other node
• Node 6)
– 21 → 6 and 27 → 6 can concurrently update the destination node so
that the new task has been added.
– 20→ 6 follows the same behaviour of the other node
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Figure 26: Test 1 Task Dependencies
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Figure 27: Test 1 Task Dependencies Grouped
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Figure 28: Test 1 Task Dependencies Workerpool
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As soon as the task-set plus set of dependencies have been fixed, it is possible
to generate the run file which will be given in input to the Task Runner.
Following the example of Figure 25, it is possible to present the different configu-
rations depending on the architecture chosen.
(a) Tegra
(b) Desktop
(c) Server
Figure 29: Test 1 Static Scheduling
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Analysing all the elements, it is clear that the problem involves a first step which
can exploit an higher degree of parallelism due to the reduced number of depen-
dencies with the respect to entire execution scenario. Comparing the tegra solution
with respect to the server solution, it is clear that the server can takes advantage
from this fact having a different number of cores. Anyway, the long sequential
chain that arises in all the three different solutions can strongly affects the final
results. In the followings, it will be possible to notice how much this fact impacts
on the computation times and which are the winning configuration in each single
architecture.
Results It is now possible to present the results on different architectures by the
following boxplots. Considering the tegra architecture which is the more relevant
for this thesis, the Workpool solution is the winning one considering the means
as term of comparison. Anyway the fact that the solution called ”No” (No Multi-
processor Support) is comparable with the winning one is in line with the premise
for which this example is a nice example to test parallelism but is not better one.
Considering the overview of the tests, it is possible to assert that the single core
versions of the generated code is quite almost everywhere the better solution with
respect to the original PGMLib. An important observation is that the OpenMP so-
lution suffers an high overhead cost; this can be deduced by the architecture where
each single core is so powerful (Server and Desktop) with respect to the Tegra so-
lution, where the Dynamic approach is the worst one. In the Tegra solution this
fact is not so evident because the number of cores is lesser with respect to the
other ones so that the number of context switches is lesser and in addition, the low
computation power of each single core causes that the computation time of each
single message evaluation is higher with respect to the OpenMP overhead. Con-
cluding the analysis of this example on the Tegra architecture, it possible to assert
that if the final users requires a parallel solution the static approach is preferable
with respect to the dynamic one, while considering the single core application, the
generated code produces a very good results obtaining a computation time that is
halved with respect to the original solution.
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(a) Tegra (b) Desktop
(c) Server
Figure 30: Test 1 Results
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Figure 31: Test 1 Factor Graph
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4.2.2 Test 2
The second graph (37) which apparently results smaller with respect to the previ-
ous one in terms of number of nodes, hides an high dimensionality of the nodes.
In the followings, the ids of the nodes will be listed near the node name in order to
make the problem easier to be understood. Starting the description of the Discrete
Domain on top of which the Discrete Variables are built, it is possible to find out
four different domains:
• class a of three elements;
• subject of six elements;
• project of seven elements;
• actions of three elements;
The Discrete Variable defined over these domains are the followings
• class a: Class(1);
• subject: Student(2);
• project: Project(3), X(5), Y(6), Z(7), ZI(11);
• actions: ZA(12);
The Gaussian Variable with the correspond dimensions are the followings:
• Speed(4) of dimension 5;
• Q(8) of dimension 3;
• W(9) of dimension 4;
• PP(10) of dimension 3;
Finally the Factors that connect these Variables are defined using the following
types:
• Discrete: I101(14), I102(15), I104 (17);
• Mixture Gaussian: I100(13), I103(17), I106 (18);
• Linear Gaussian: I105(19);
The dimensions of Factors data can be easily derived from the Variable set of each
Factor.
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In Test 2 the explanation will be reduced to the test-dependant issues, discard-
ing the problem introduction presented in the previous test. This test has been
developed to bring to the limit the Framework taking as input a particular model
with the two main characteristics:
1. the single nodes are so complex that the computation required to evaluate
to single message should be noticeable
2. the degree of parallelism must be reduced in order to test whether the Frame-
work is able to generate a multiprocessor code that produces performances
that are at least comparable with respect to the single core application.
No Multiprocessor Considering the high dimensionality of this problem with
respect to the previous one, this solution grows in importance because the single
message evaluation becomes heavy from a computational load point of view. This
configuration should be taken as a reference point with respect to the multipro-
cessor solutions.
OpenMP Under the OpenMP solution, considering the overhead problem that
affects the previous test, in this case considering the growing of the computation
load of the single task, if the problem is so relevant, as it was supposed in Test 1,
the same phenomenon will be amplified. At the same time it is necessary to take
into account that number of tasks is highly reduced with respect to the other test
so that the cost overhead introduced by the runtime support could be limited. In
order to motivate this assumptions the two different graphs will be introduced:
Figure 32 is the original task dependencies while Figure 33 highlights the task
grouping results.
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Figure 32: Test 1 Task Dependencies
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Figure 33: Test 1 Task Dependencies Grouped
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Figure 34: Test 1 Task Dependencies Workerpool
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Static Approach First of all, lets us analyse the new tasks introduced to pre-
vent the multiple writers problem starting from the common task configuration of
Figure 32. As it was expected from the nature of the problem, the intervention of
this control feature is introduced in a limited number of cases. Following the idea
presented for Test 1, in the picture 34 it is possible to recognize the new tasks from
the different colour of the rectangles which represent tasks. These tasks control the
following possible concurrent accesses:
• 9→ 16 and 11→ 16 that can cause a concurrent update of node 11
• 15→ 5 and 16→ 5 that can cause a concurrent update of node 16
• the other cases are already managed by the input dependencies of the tasks.
Differently with respect to the Dynamic Approach, in this problem the results
strongly depend on the run files containing the scheduling informations provided
in input to the task runner. These run files can be figure out following the rep-
resentation presented in the introduction of this section and will be the ones in
Figure 35. It is clear from the picture that spanning from the embedded architec-
ture to the server solution the scheduling remains the same. This fact highlights
the low parallelism conditions with which the Framework needs to deal with. In
the following it is possible to get from the results on how this problem impacts on
this solution.
Results Analysing the results presented in Figure 36 it is clear that the Frame-
work, at least from the parallel configuration does not offer the better results. The
reason why this problem arises is that the results obtained are clearly dependant
on that particular structure which favour a sequential execution. Starting from
the server architecture that is more powerful solution 8, it is clear that overhead
introduced by the parallel execution is stronger with respect to real computation
load due to the real calculus load of the specific job so that the results obtained
from the generated single core application is the better one, while the OpenMP
configuration produces the worst results in couple with the Workerpool solution.
In this last one the overhead is more restrained due to the static scheduling but it
is clear that the better results are provided by other solutions. Moving the focus
to the less power architecture, in the Desktop environment the single core applica-
tion remains the better one in terms of computation time but considering that the
calculus load grows in importance with respect to the parallel execution overhead,
in contrast with the server environment, the application draw maximum benefits
8http://openbenchmarking.org/result/1411132-RTBH-141113585
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(a) Tegra (b) Desktop (c) Server
Figure 35: Test 2 Static Scheduling
from the distribution of an heavy load among the cores even if the application
can be considered a natively sequential application. This intuition is suitable to
justify the fair results of the parallel dynamic solution in which the load can be
dynamically redistributed every time it is possible in contrast with the Worker-
pool solution where this assumption is no more verified due to the static nature
of the execution. At the end, the analysing the embedded solution 9 which is the
more interesting one, it is possible to reapply the reasoning that get out from the
desktop solution where intuition for which the dynamic nature of OpenMP points
out the flexibility of the execution producing the better results.
9http://openbenchmarking.org/result/1511202-HA-1511208HA68
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(a) Tegra (b) Desktop
(c) Server
Figure 36: Test 1 Results
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Figure 37: Test 2 Factor Graph
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4.2.3 Tests Comparison
Recapping the results obtained by the different solution in the embedded platform,
it is possible to assert that: if the inference facilities are placed in an application
where the main goal is the performances, the OpenMP solution in general pro-
duces the better results managing different probabilistic models; if the application
requires performances but is placed in an application context where the predictabil-
ity of the execution time is a relevant constraints (i.e. a real-time application) the
Workerpool solution is a better alternative; finally, if the application has hard
real-time constraints the single core execution remains the better alternatives con-
sidering that in every tests it produces the lowest variance of the computation.
In order to conclude the analysis, it is possible to notice that in extreme pow-
erful solution of the server architecture the problems used are strongly undersized
with respect to the computing power of the machine. Considering the parallel solu-
tion and comparing the problem with the machine, for this particular architecture
the problem should be treated as a single task because the other synchronization
rules introduced by the external enforcements are only ”noise” with respect to the
execution flow. At the end, the strongly powerful server machine can be used only
to proof that the generation facilities offered by the developed framework are a
disruptive solution to speed-up the inference process.
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4.2.4 OpenMP Deepening
As it was described in the previous chapter, referring to the OpenMP implementa-
tion of the Framework, it prevents critical races between multiple writers that try
to update the same node using the lock guard construct implemented by the STL
of C++11. At the same time it was asserted that an equivalent version could be im-
plemented using the OpenMP directive critical. The choice of using the lock guard
instead of critical has been made basing on real tests that encourage this alterna-
tive. Using the last two test cases, let us present the proof of this choice.
Test 1 Starting from the first test, the overview of the performance produced
on the different architectures presented in Figure 38 clearly encourage the usage
of the STL solution.
Figure 38: OMP Deepening Test 1
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In particular, analysing deeply the embedded target solution which is the more
relevant architecture for the purposes of this thesis, it is clear the lock guard choice
generates better performance under different point of views.
Figure 39: OMP Deepening Test 1 Tegra
Table 9: OMP Test 1 Tegra Means
Configuration µ
lock guard 8.8 · 10−4s
critical 2.17 · 10−3s
The Table 9 resumes the means of the two groups of samples discarding the out-
liers according to the boxplot of the previous figure. The means of the lock guard
solution is strongly better with respect to native omp solution, but even the vari-
ance it is highly reduced under the lock guard choice.
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Test 2 Following the comparison between the two alternatives using the second
graph, it is possible to obtain the following results presented in Figure 40
Figure 40: OMP Deepening Test 2
Neglecting the fact for which the computing capabilities of the server go against
this particular example which is more suitable for different solution with respect to
OpenMP, coming back to the real focus which is the embedded solution it is again
clear that the lock guard is preferable with respect the OpenMP native solution.
Following the pattern used for Test 1 the Figure 41 highlights the performances of
the Tegra solution while in Table 10 the mean values, discarding the outliers, are
shown.
Table 10: OMP Test 2 Tegra Means
Configuration µ
lock guard 8.19 · 10−3s
critical 8.79 · 10−3s
In this second example the mean values are quite similar but the variance of
the lock guard solution is again lower with respect to the omp native solution. Just
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Figure 41: OMP Deepening Test 2 Tegra
to conclude this part, it is necessary to remark that a recurrent constraint required
by the embedded solution placed in real-time applications is the predictability of
the execution time so that the variance plays a crucial rule.
Conclusion In both the example the lock guard solution is preferable in terms
of means and variance so that the STL solution, at least in this application, is
better in the context of the OpenMP dynamic approach because it reduces the
overhead introduced to guarantee the correctness of the results.
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5 Conclusions
In this last chapter it is possible to sum up the results obtained and to list a set
of possible improvements.
5.1 The Framework
Considering the project targets and analysing the test results it is possible to assert
that these targets have been reached, obtaining a Framework that is capable to
generate a multiprocessor C++ code which is able to efficiently produce inference
on given probabilistic graphical models. This code is suitable for an embedded
platform but even configurable to be used in different environments. The code
generation settings are highly tunable from a multiprocessor point of view enabling
the customization of the generated code.
5.2 Future Improvements
Considering the actual implementation large room of improvements are available.
Referring to the actual PGMLib implementation it is possible to extends its
functionalities in order to make it more suitable for a parallel computing environ-
ment for instance creating a single tensor representation to store both Discrete
and Gaussian elements. In this way, when the dimensions of the model grow, it
is possible to efficiently split the computations using the data parallel model, ex-
ploiting the already available capability of the OpenMP functionalities but even
using the static approach developed in the context of this work.
A known issue that can be solved in order to gain better performance in the
multiprocessor context is the possibility to extend the grouping model in order to
accomplish the check multiple writers functionalities in the Dynamic Approach re-
moving the lock guard and reusing this technique but even in the Static Approach
where its possible to allow the grouping of messages according to costs as it is
possible in the OpenMP solution.
A last possible chance for improvements is the extension of the generating
features to the GPU architecture. This extension needs to additionally take into
account the transfer cost and the way in which tasks are distributed in the multi-
core architecture.
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Appendix
Listing 16: JSON Schema
1 {
2 ”$schema” : ” http :// json−schema . org / dra f t −04/schema#” ,
3 ” id ” : ” http :// pgmlib . s s sup . i t /” ,
4 ” d e s c r i p t i o n ” : ”Schema for PGMLib ’ s f a c t o r graph j son format ” ,
5 ” r equ i r ed ” : [
6 ” f a c t o r s ” ,
7 ” v a r i a b l e s ”
8 ] ,
9 ” d e f i n i t i o n s ” : {
10 ” gaus s i an data ” : {
11 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
12 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
13 ”g” : {
14 ” type” : ”number”
15 } ,
16 ”mean” :
17 {
18 ” type” : ” array ” ,
19 ” items ” : {
20 ” type” : ”number”
21 } ,
22 ”minItems” : 1
23 } ,
24 ” p r e c i s i o n ” : {
25 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
26 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
27 ” c o e f f ” : {
28 ” type” : ” array ” ,
29 ” items ” : {
30 ” type” : ”number”
31 } ,
32 ”minItems” : 1
33 } ,
34 ” c o l s ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index−array ” } ,
35 ”rows” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index−array ” }
36 } ,
37 ” r equ i r ed ” : [ ” c o e f f ” , ” c o l s ” , ” rows” ]
38 }
39 } ,
40 ” r equ i r ed ” : [ ”g” , ”mean” , ” p r e c i s i o n ” ]
41 } ,
42
43 ” index ” : {
44 ” type” : ” i n t e g e r ” ,
45 ”minimum” : 0
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46 } ,
47 ” index−array ” : {
48 ” type” : ” array ” ,
49 ” items ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index ” } ,
50 ”minItems” : 1
51 } ,
52 ”number−array ” : {
53 ” type” : ” array ” ,
54 ” items ” : {
55 ” type” : ”number”
56 } ,
57 ”minItems” : 1
58 } ,
59 ”name” : {
60 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
61 ”uniqueItems ” : true
62 }
63 } ,
64 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
65 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
66 ”domains” : {
67 ” type” : ” array ” ,
68 ” items ” : {
69 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
70 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
71 ”name” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /name” } ,
72 ” va lues ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index−array ” }
73 } ,
74 ”minItems” : 1
75 }
76 } ,
77 ” f a c t o r s ” : {
78 ” type” : ” array ” ,
79 ” items ” : {
80 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
81 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
82 ”data” : {
83 ”oneOf” : [
84 { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /number−array ” } ,
85 { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / gaus s i an data ” }
86 ]
87 } ,
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93 ” no i s e ” : {
94 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
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95 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
96 ” type” : {
97 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
98 ”enum” : [ ” add i t t i v e ” , ”non−add i t t i v e ” ]
99 } ,
100 ”data” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / gaus s i an data ” }
101 }
102 } ,
103 ” id ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index ” } ,
104 ”name” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /name” } ,
105 ” s i z e s ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index−array ” } ,
106 ” s t ep s ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index−array ” } ,
107 ” type” : {
108 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
109 ”enum” : [ ” d i s c r e t e ” , ” gauss ian ” , ”gmm” , ”
non l i n ea rgaus s i an ” ]
110 } ,
111 ” v a r i a b l e s ” : {
112 ” type” : ” array ” ,
113 ” items ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /name” } ,
114 ”minItems” : 1
115 } ,
116 ” inputs ” : {
117 ” type” : ” array ” ,
118 ” items ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /name” } ,
119 ”minItems” : 1
120 } ,
121 ”output” : {
122 ” type” : ” array ” ,
123 ” items ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /name” } ,
124 ”minItems” : 1
125 } ,
126 ” pr io rOf ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /name” }
127 } ,
128 ” r equ i r ed ” : [ ” id ” , ”name” , ” type ” ]
129 }
130 } ,
131 ” schedu le ” : {
132 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
133 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
134 ” l i s t ” : {
135 ” type” : ” array ” ,
136 ” items ” : {
137 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
138 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
139 ” dst ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index ” } ,
140 ” s r c ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index ” }
141 }
142 } ,
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143 ”minItems” : 1
144 } ,
145 ” root ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index ” }
146 } ,
147 ” r equ i r ed ” : [ ” l i s t ” ]
148 } ,
149 ” v a r i a b l e s ” : {
150 ” type” : ” array ” ,
151 ” items ” : {
152 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
153 ” p r op e r t i e s ” : {
154 ”domain” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /name” } ,
155 ” id ” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s / index ” } ,
156 ”name” : { ” $ r e f ” : ”#/d e f i n i t i o n s /name” } ,
157 ” r o l e ” : {
158 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
159 ”enum” : [ ” r e gu l a r ” , ” observed ” , ” i g n o r e b e l i e f ” ]
160 } ,
161 ” type” : {
162 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
163 ”enum” : [ ” d i s c r e t e ” , ” gauss ian ” ]
164 }
165 } ,
166 ” r equ i r ed ” : [ ” id ” , ”name” , ” type ” , ” r o l e ” ]
167 } ,
168 ”minItems” : 1
169 }
170 }
171 }
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Listing 17: JSON Configuration File Schema
1 {
2 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
3 ”$schema” : ” http :// json−schema . org / dra f t −04/schema#” ,
4 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net ” ,
5 ” r equ i r ed ” : false ,
6 ” p r op e r t i e s ” :{
7 ” t e s t s ” : {
8 ” type” : ” array ” ,
9 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s ” ,
10 ” r equ i r ed ” : false ,
11 ” items ” :
12 {
13 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
14 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0” ,
15 ” r equ i r ed ” : false ,
16 ” p r op e r t i e s ” :{
17 ”gen model ” : {
18 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
19 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/ gen model ” ,
20 ” r equ i r ed ” : true
21 } ,
22 ” input model ” : {
23 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
24 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/ input model
” ,
25 ” r equ i r ed ” : true
26 } ,
27 ” mu l t i c o r e c on f i g ” : {
28 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
29 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/
mu l t i c o r e c on f i g ” ,
30 ” r equ i r ed ” : false ,
31 ” p r op e r t i e s ” :{
32 ”message grouping ” : {
33 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
34 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/
mu l t i c o r e c on f i g /message grouping ” ,
35 ” r equ i r ed ” : false ,
36 ” p r op e r t i e s ” :{
37 ” s t ep s ” : {
38 ” type” : ” array ” ,
39 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/
mu l t i c o r e c on f i g /message grouping /
s t ep s ” ,
40 ” r equ i r ed ” : false ,
41 ” items ” :
42 {
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43 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
44 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net /
t e s t s /0/ mu l t i c o r e c on f i g /
message grouping / s t ep s /0” ,
45 ” r equ i r ed ” : false ,
46 ” p r op e r t i e s ” :{
47 ” ch e c k mu l t i p l e w r i t e r s ” : {
48 ” type” : ” boolean ” ,
49 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema .
net / t e s t s /0/
mu l t i c o r e c on f i g /
message grouping / s t ep s
/0/
ch e c k mu l t i p l e w r i t e r s ”
,
50 ” r equ i r ed ” : fa l se
51 } ,
52 ” j o i n l i m i t ” : {
53 ” type” : ” i n t e g e r ” ,
54 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema .
net / t e s t s /0/
mu l t i c o r e c on f i g /
message grouping / s t ep s
/0/ j o i n l i m i t ” ,
55 ” r equ i r ed ” : fa l se
56 } ,
57 ”output” : {
58 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
59 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema .
net / t e s t s /0/
mu l t i c o r e c on f i g /
message grouping / s t ep s
/0/ output” ,
60 ” r equ i r ed ” : fa l se
61 }
62 }
63 }
64 }
65 }
66 } ,
67 ” s ch edu l i n g c on f i g ” : {
68 ” type” : ” ob j e c t ” ,
69 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/
mu l t i c o r e c on f i g / s c h edu l i n g c on f i g ” ,
70 ” r equ i r ed ” : false ,
71 ” p r op e r t i e s ” :{
72 ” co r e s ” : {
73 ” type” : ” i n t e g e r ” ,
74 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/
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mu l t i c o r e c on f i g / s c h edu l i n g c on f i g
/ co r e s ” ,
75 ” r equ i r ed ” : fa l se
76 }
77 }
78 } ,
79 ” support ” : {
80 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
81 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/
mu l t i c o r e c on f i g / support ” ,
82 ” r equ i r ed ” : fa l se
83 }
84 }
85 } ,
86 ” output path ” : {
87 ” type” : ” s t r i n g ” ,
88 ” id ” : ” http :// jsonschema . net / t e s t s /0/ output path
” ,
89 ” r equ i r ed ” : true
90 }
91 }
92 }
93 }
94 }
95 }
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